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Burns urges administrators
to teach to cut payback bite

Terrence log

Repairs began after walks were called dangerous

’Dangerous ’sidewalk
repair work started
Repairs are completed on one
idewalk judged "dangerous" last
veek by Byron Bollinger, supervisor of
Buildings and Grounds.
Groundsmen began repair work on
he sidewalk between the Women’s
lym and the Journalism Building less
than 17 hours after Bollinger admitted
the sidewalk was dangerous.
Bollinger judged the sidewalk

"dangerous" when shown Spartan
Daily photos of sidewalks throughout
campus that measured at least one inch
difference between connecting slabs.
Various other areas photographed
last week have not been repaired,
although they also qualified as
dangerous by Bollinger’s standard of a
one -inch differential between connecting slabs.

By Joel Konopken
Deans and other academic administrators should teach classes next
semester, according to Academic Vice
President Hobert W. Burns.
The proposal, he said, is intended to
ease the burden of the $638,000 SJSU
must pay back to the state because of a
drop in full-time equivalent (FTE)
enrollment.
Reaction to the proposal was mixed
among the school deans. Most of those
whose schools have had increased or
stable enrollments favored it while
deans of those schools which have
experienced large drops were opposed
or indifferent.
Burns made his proposal Thursday in
a memo to school deans, academic
directors and full-time administrators
with academic retreat rights, meaning
those who can return to teach in the
department of their specialty.
Burns told a meeting of the department chairmen in the School of
Humanities and Arts Thursday his plan
would not be used where it would mean
firing a regularly -teaching faculty
member.
In the memo, Burns said the implementation of his proposal would
provide more class sections and help
prevent the "downward spiral effect"
the drop in FTE would create.
"When enrollment drops we must pay
back faculty positions. As we pay back
faculty positions we can’t offer as many
course sections as before," Burns said
in the memo.

"If we offer fewer sections, we enroll
fewer students; if we enroll fewer
students we must pay back faculty
positions," Burns futher explained.
Burns also said teaching courses
would enable the various deans to
"keep in touch with your subject matter
and with students in an instructional
relationship."
The pay back was made necessary
because of fall semester FTE
enrollment of 19,838 when SJSU had
been budgeted for 20,600 FTE.
One student taking 15 units equals one
FTE.
Some of the school deans and administrators said they intended to teach
classes, while others said they did not.
The deans of two schools which have
experienced the largest enrollment
drop either do not intend to teach or are
undecided.
Dr. Robert Woodward, dean of the
School of Humanities and Arts, which
has an FTE 124 below its budgeted
figure, said he is undecided as whether
to teach.
-Being a dean is a full-time job," said
Woodward. "It’s something each dean
will have to decide for himself."
James Sawrey, dean of the School of
Social Sciences, said he offered to teach
a psychology course, but was told no
sections were available in his specialty.
That school has had a drop of 544
from its budgeted figure, the largest
single school drop on campus.
Among the deans of schools ex-

Sugar shortage panics shoppers

Student limit of 2 sugar packets at S.U.
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By Bill Kucher
The rising price of sugar has
rompted hoarding of the tiny packets
A crystallized sweetness. Bags of sugar
re missing from the grocer’s shelf.
The Student Union cafeteria has
istituted rationing of sugar packets
,ecause of student hoarding.
"It’s not a problem of getting it, it’s
just that the price has gone up," said
(Jerry Wineroth, Spartan Shops
manager of the sugar rationing in the
.U. cafeteria.
Spartan Shops decided to ration
ugar packets last week because people
ave been taking them home to fight
ising grocery costs, Michael Dolen,
.U. food manager, explained. Only two
Packets are given upon request after a
3urchase, one cent is charged for each
!xtra packet.
"How are you going to use 100
Packets of sugar in a cup of coffee,"
F.)olen said, "There’s just no stopping
:hem."
"There’s been a couple of them that
ave taken sugar out in paper bags," a
ounter worker observed. She said the
mount taken "depends on how big of

pockets they have."
Now that people have lost a source of
free sugar they must depend on the
supermarket supplies that have
diminished since last month due to
panic-buying.
Most chain markets in the valley
have gone to a one bag per customer
limit because hoarders have been
cleaning out supplies as fast as they
come in.
"Our last shipment came in Friday
and sold out Saturday night," Dave La
Grone, manager of the Lucky store at
272 E. Santa Clara St., said.
Even though prices have raised
sharply in the last month, Lucky’s
shelves were empty yesterday but the
Safeway at 235 E. Julian St. still had
sugar on hand.
"We’re not having any trouble getting it," the store manager said. "It’s
just keeping it on the shelves." Safeway
has also limited its customers to one
bag.
"We got 25 bales (12 5-pounds per
bale) in Thursday and it was gone
Friday," the manager said.
Panic buying has touched the

Few take advantage
of student health plan
By Sally Gilson
The SJSU student association offers a health insurance plan for a fraction of the
)st of comparative plans.
Yet only about 6 per cent of the students are taking advantage of it.
Why?
Those connected with the plan say either students are covered by their parents’
insurance plan or the students don’t feel they need health insurance because
i(
if’ an "it-won’t-happen-to-me" attitude.
Student health insurance at SJSU costs $50 a year.
Outside health plans range from the Kaiser Health Plan, which costs $233.28 a
.ar, to Blue Cross, which costs anywhere from $132 to $280 a year.
Coverage for the school plan includes: 80 per cent payment of hospital expenses
ip to $5,000; 80 per cent for major medical expenses ( such as surgery) up to $25,000
id miscellaneous outpatient and medical expense benefits.
Although a student on the school’s health plan is expected to use the campus
iealth center whenever possible ( a reason the premiums are low, up to $350 per
iccident or sickness is provided if a student can’t get to the health center or is
eferred elsewhere from the center.
"It’s a hell of a good plan for the price," said Greg Soulds, director of student
iff airs. He said a comparative plan would cost about over $200 a year outside
(chool.
"I’d say about 30 per cent of the student body has no health insurance at all,"
;aid Soulds.
He said many students are covered by their parents’ health plan, but others feel
ley don’t need health insurance.
Over 1,000 students are signed up for SJSU’s student insurance plan this
iemester. According to Soulds this is above average, probably because of the bulk
mailing of the insurance pamphlets.
"It is essential for students to have some kind of health insurance," said Dr.
Tokio Ishikawa, a physician, at the Student Health Center.
Continued on back page.

downtown stores and area markets like wholesale price about $11 per hundred
Fry’s at 1040 Story Road. Fry’s has also pounds.
"It’ll all come to a head in the last few
imposed the one bag limit.
Only a few stores have not gone to months," Shamel continued. "The
rationing. One is the 7-11 store at 188 N. consumption of sugar has exceeded
Sixth St. "As long as we don’t have production around the world. It has
problems, we’ll sell accordingly," said reduced inventories available and this
year we’ve had bad crops.
Rick Pico, 7-11 manager.
"Lower beet crops in the United
Sales are as before," Pico said but
admitted the prices at the 7-11 stores States," he added, "and bad weather in
were "a little high." Chain stores like Europe has caused prices to rise, this
Safeway, Lucky, Fry’s and 7-11 have year Europe is being an exporter inthe same prices at all stores in the stead of an importer.
"Our supplies are tight," Shamel
valley, the managers said.
An area sampling revealed prices are said. "Our crop in California from
somewhat different. Based on a five- sugar beets is lower, about 20 to 25 per
pound bag of C & H Sugar, six chain cent than the year before. It’s mostly
markets marked the same product due to competing crops being more
attractive, the farmers left sugar beets
between $1.95 to $2.65:
and planted cotton last Spring."
$1.95
Fry’s
Shamel said Spreckles only has a six
Alpha Beta
$2.15
month supply of sugar in storage for a
Albertsons
$2.19
$2.49
market that is 75 per cent industrial
Luckey and 7-11
consumption.
$2.65
Safeway
He only admitted there was a slightly
"There’s no shortage of sugar," said
a C and H spokesman, "but it’s very higher grocery store demand, But said
tight world-wide. We get 40 to 45 per the prices would continue to rise until
cent of our sugar from other countries, next Fall.
"It depends on what kind of crops you
we’re not self-sufficient in sugar.
"As the demand has built up world- get next year. We anticipate we will get
wide we have had to bid against other an increase in our acreage in California
nations for our own needs," he con- because this higher price is an intinued, "the availability of it is the centive to grow more sugar beets,"
Shamel said.
basis for the price of sugar."
"If you have a normal crop in
Most chain-markets have been adding a price increase on their packaged Europe, weather permitting, and their
production is higher, there will be a
sugar with each shipment.
Everytime the wholesale price rises surplus of production over consumption
the distributor adds the increase, which in 1975."
has occured every week for the past two
months, managers said. It was added
that today’s market price increase will
catch-up with store prices in a matter of
weeks.
C and H only buys cane sugar from
Hawaii represents the growers on a
cooperative basis. However other
companies buy from foreign sources in
A.S. Council will discuss the role of its
a commodity market that has risen 300
attorney general today at 4 p.m. in the
per cent within the last year, 25 per cent
council chambers.
in the last month.
Two weeks ago A.S. Attorney General
Yesterday’s New York Stock
which
Exchange listed raw (unrefined) sugar Michael Roberts requested $800,
at 56 cents a pound. In 1970 it was only would include his salary of $100 a month
eight cents. C and H reported after and operational expenses to offer his
refining they added eights cents before office as a legal information service.
Council tabled the request and asked
selling to the wholesaler.
Roberts to bring to council a proposal to
AMSTAR Corp., the largest producer constitutionally change his role as
of cane and beet sugar, reported a 20 attorney general.
per cent mark-up before wholesaling.
Special Allocations Committee, an
AMSTAR owns five refineries in the advisory body, recommended council
United States and buys foreign-grown deny the request.
Council argued that a legal service
sugar beets.
"The price is going to keep going up," information center was already offered
Charles Shame’, vice-president of sales on campus, and the attorney general’s
for AMSTAR’s Sprekles Sugar division office did’nt "have that much to do."
No attorney general or council
in San Francisco, said. "Last week
some companies have increased their member has ever been paid.

periencing large FTE drops, only
Lester Lange, School of Science dean,
was enthusiastic about the proposal.
"When I received the memo from Dr.
Burns," Lange said, "I sent a letter to
my home department (Mathematics)
suggesting two sections which I could
possibly teach next semester. I labelled
the letter ’Sauce for the Goose,’
because we’re all in this together."
Lange, whose school has had an FTE
drop of 150, commented, "Sometimes
adversity can make for good
colleagues."
Most of the deans whose schools’ FTE
figures are higher or about the same as
budgeted expressed a desire to teach
nest semester.
Dr. Donald Lou, dean of the School of
Education, which has had a decrease of
48 FTE, said the proposal "might
create management problems," but
that he intends to teach next semester.
Dr. William Gustafson of the School
of Applied Arts and Sciences, which has
increased FTE enrollment by 15, said

he has notified the Men’s and the
Women’s physical education departments of his availability to teach next
semester.
Engineering Dean James Roberts,
whose school has increased by 24 FTE,
said he teaches a course every fall, but
was not totally enthusiastic about
Burn’s plan.
"It might be good for faculty
morale," he said, "but as far as any
real benefits. I question it. I think the
dean’s time would be better spent going
out to the community colleges
counseling potential SJSU students."
Business School Dean George
Halverson, whose school has increased
by 68 FTE, was ill and could not be
reached for comment.
Burns, who yesterday was in Los
Angeles conferring with California
States Universities and Colleges
Chancellor Glenn Dimike on the matter
of the payback, said earlier he intends
to teach a philosophy course next
semester, as he is this semester.

New hiring plan OK’d
by Academic Senate
By Stephen Crawford
A new faculty appointment proposal
for temporary and probationary personnel was adopted Monday by the
Academic Senate.
The new plan, designed to replace the
expired 80-20 interim appointment
policy, was passed by the senate and
will be sent to President John H. Bunzel
for approval.
The recommended policy is a
revision of the Faculty Handbook
Section 28.
Under the senate’s new policy,
faculty will receive either a temporary
or probationary appointment.
Temporary appointments will be
made for no more than one year, according to the policy. These positions
cannot lead to tenure. Personnel in
temporary positions can be considered
for probationary positions, the policy
states.
Probationary appointments will be
made, according to the policy, with
hopes of eventual tenure. These appointments will be made only after an
extensive search for all qualified
candidates, the senate’s plan says.
There was little opposition to the
recommendation. The vote was
decidely in favor of the policy.
Dr. George Sicular, professor of civil
engineering, said Monday’s recommendation was a "great improvement
over what was presented to the senate
last year."
But Sicular said the new policy would

still keep a "stream of people I faculty I
going through the department."
Sicular also said the policy should
provide a way of telling appointees that
positions don’t always lead to tenure.
"The decision has to be made before
they are appointed that they have no
chance for tenure," Sicular said.
"It wouldn’t be all that difficult for
each department to decide their own
quota," Tom Thomason, an Economics
student at the meeting said.
He also said the issue is not quota, but
which people decide who in the
department’s faculty will go.
Dr. Theodore Norton, professor of
political science, said, "This is a good
long-range policy."
Norton said the situation has changed
from last year because of the steady
state condition on campus.
Secience Dean Lester Lange said the
new policy is a prudent one.
"Some reality has set in since we first
began," Lange said, referring to the
senate’s position last concerning an 8020 policy last year.
Dr. David Elliott, chairman of the
Speech-Communication Department,
said the policy is "a rational compromise."
The proposal provides for the many
specialized instructors needed, according to Dr. Gail Fullerton, dean of
Graduate Studies and Research. She
was referring to specialized instructors
who could offer "great expertise" on a
part time basis.

Council debates
role and budget
of A.S. officer

’Satch’ crushes cans at zoo
This elephant at Kelly Park Children’s Zoo spends much of
his time busily crushing cans which the zoo sends to the San
Jose recycling center. The can crusher’s name is "Satch."

Editorial

Rezoning: board and care solution

Coin in unity corn innI

Apathy? I don’t give a damn!
lout

Staff
Apathy is fast becoming the most
over-used word in the English
language. Lately it has been used
to describe people with everything
from inertia to iron-poor blood.
People who do not vote are called
apathetic. Students who do not
knock over garbage cans rushing
to fill vacancies on A.S. council
committees are called apathetic.
In fact, the only people who have
not been called apathetic at one
time or another are the people who
sit around complaining about
apathy.
Being a rather easy-going and
relaxed person, I, too, have been

accused of being apathetic. This
may or may not be true, but at
least I have a defense for being the
way I am.
A recent study by a group of
psychologists concluded that
people who have messy houses or
are not joiners often are more
creatively inclined, thus having
more scholarly interests to pursue
than housecleaning or joining
clubs.
A rationalization, maybe, but a
convenient one.
To a certain extent, perhaps we
could use even a little more apathy
around here. At least apathetic

Lee

poripr

people don’t amuse themselves by
setting up dozens of totally useless
committees that will never accomplish anything more than
putting the touch on us for financial
support.

The San Jose City Council has
been known for skirting issues
but the recent extension of a threeyear moratorium banning the
creation of board and care homes
in the
campus areawas
ridiculously elusive.
The moratorium has been given
a six-month renewalsix months
for city councilmen to once again
survey the situation and come up
with a solution to the impacted
condition of board and care homes
surrounding SJSU.
But considering the factsthe
astounding number of board and
care homes and patients crammed
into a one-mile radius of the
campusit would seem that there
is only one possible solution. And it
shouldn’t take six months, let alone
three years and six months, to
come it.
The answer is simple. Why not
rezone areas throughout San Jose
that would allow board and care
homes to be evenly distributed
throughout the community?
Under the present system, the
campus area is the only area in the
city properly zoned for these
homesmultiple family zoning ( R3).
As a consequence, more than 110
board and care homes have been
crowded into that one-mile radius
of SJSUwith the greatest number
concentrated between 13th and 17th
streets and Santa Clara to Keyes
streets.
These 110 board and care homes
support 3,000 patients-1,700 exmental patients and 2,000 drug
rehabilitation and alcoholic
patientsall of whom aimlessly
wander the campus and downtown
streets daily.
In an environment of this type
where most of the populace is
either categorized as students or
patients, the concept of a healthy,
productive community can only be
a joke.
A joke we don’t like.
Although the campus area is

And I dare say you’ll never see
apathetic people spending more
than $500 on a "referendum" just
to tell someone that he is hated as
much as he was -last year.
Perhaps I’m making much ado
about nothing, to coin a phrase. To
be honest, I really don’t give a
damn about apathy.

often considered to be an island in
itself, it is no less affected than the
rest of the city by the woes of a
greatly unbalanced community.
The city’s answer to this is an
ordinance enabling board and care
homes to be established throughout
San Joseproviding there are
seven or less patients inhabiting
each home.
On the surface this may appear
as a godsend. The homes would be
sprinkled throughout the community to the benefit of all
patients and citizenry alike.
But this seeming relief quickly
dissipates into impatience and
disgust when viewed in a more
realistic vein.
That isthe plan is economically
unfeasible. Operators, those
running
the
homes,
have
repeatedly explained that only
larger homes can be run on a profit
basis.

If this is the case, the ordinance
would be useless. And, the real
issue has been quietlyand convenientlylaid to rest.
How clever.
City officials have complained
that SJSU assumes a detached,
aloof attitude toward the city.
Councilman Jim Self has gone so
far as to say, "The university
might as well have four walls
around it."
But what most city officials fail
to realizeor prefer to ignoreis
that they themselves are laying the
foundation for those walls. ,
The campus area is not an
elaborate, intellectualized Agnew
State Hospitalit’s a college that
can only function to its fullest
capacity if it participates as an ,
equal and integral part of the city.
We just wish the city would
realize that.
Related news article on back page ,
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Letters to the Editor
Spartan Daily accused of not

Having foreign students in U.S.

reporting on Chicano community charged as being ’profitable’
Editor:
I also applaud the A.S. Council
giving ;650 to the Chicano
organization, MECHA, to start a
newsletter. I disagree with the
Spartan Daily editor D "Chicanos
should work with media," Nov. 12
Daily) who blames the Chicanos
for the lack of news coverage
presented in the Daily.
The editor says "There is no
concerted effort being made to
boycott Chicano events." If they
only "would take the time to know
how the Daily works," she said.
I know how the Daily works. I’ve
worked for the Daily and been
exposed to the so-called objective
reporter concept that strips away
ethnic and racial identity "in the
interest of being fair.
Anyone who reads the Daily can
see that Chicano news is missing.
The Daily breeds a somewhat
liberal White middle class view of
life, primarily because its staff is
White middle class. If the White
liberal editor doesn’t assign
someone to cover the "minority
beat" then an editor who is a
Chicana should see that he or she
does.
Editors have a responsibility to
represent the public interest.
Diversity is in the public interest.
Editors determine the paper’s
Minorities
policy.
need
representation. If the minorities on
the staff don’t act, someone on the
staff should.
Can journalists really be objective? Writing a story based on
the evidence at hand without

prejedice or bias is one criteria of
objectivity.
But it’s imposible. The journalist
can never really be objective.
Choosing which story he (or she)
will ( or will not) cover involves
judgement of news preference, and
this involves bias.
For example, the Daily chose to
turn the Economics Department
story into a Watergate and other
potential news was crowded out of
the paper.
The Daily will not guarantee
MECHA’s news ( as well as other
groups) will be printed, let alone,
given the "special treatment" the
Economics Department story was
given.
It will not guarantee anybody’s
news goes into the paper uncensored. In other words, we have
to get the Daily’s permission to
talk.
On the other hand, the Daily
"guarantees" the "Economics
Watergate" story will be told until
there is no more to say on the
subject.
The economics hassle has
guaranteed access because news
reporters are assigned to it. And
the reporters assigned to it must
turn in so many stories per week.
The Daily is involved in a power
struggle beyond reporting the
story. Objectivity has flown out the
window. Spartan Daily has
provided the stage for a boxing
match. The Daily is the promoter
and "Bunzel versus some faculty
and students" has been booked as
the star attraction on page one.

MECHA (like some other Editor:
groups) realizes that the Daily
Last Thursday President Bunzel
controls the microphone. All was surprised to find himself
MECHA wanted to do was to buy a facing a very hostile crowd of
microphone (in the form of a foreign
students
at
the
newsletter) and present its own inauguration of the new cultural
opinion.
center (Spartan Daily, Nov. 12).
Some might be asking themThe Daily was approached
several times on this issue without selves: why so? After all, aren’t
progress, and still continues to the foreign students supposed to be
drag its feet.
grateful guests, etc.?
When it comes to covering the
We’ll first clear up the guest
Chicano, the Black, and Asian business and then get into the
(anybody that isn’t White middle causes behind the action. From the
class), the Daily is the last to know. State Department’s viewpoint,
If the Chicanos (and other having foreigners studying in the
groups) can’t insure their own United States is a very profitable
public access in the present media, propostion for the following he
then it is necessary to start their reasons:
own alternative. Perhaps the
If the foreign students go back
newsletter will be a source of news to their home country, with the
"leads" the Daily could pursue.
exception of a few conscious ones,
Gerald Curtis they will be thinking American
Journalism junior both technologically and culturally.
San Jose Community News
This is usually good for the
multinational corporations who
need to deal with foreign leaders
and technocrats who speak and
think like them.
oShould the foreign students
The Spartan Daily encourages decide to stay in the United States
letters from those who care, on or it still is a good proposition for
business. They have available
off campus.
trained workers for whose unFor quick and full publication,
productive years and high school
letters should be limited to 19 in- education they do not have to pay.
ches or about 500 words, typed on a
Once in the United States foreign
55-space line.
students are supposed to be
The editor and forum page editor colorful, wear their national dress
will accept letters for publication at festive occasions, perform
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 to national folk dances and entertain
4:30 p.m. daily.
Americans by writing their names
in strange scriptures
and

Write us

discussing foreign foods and
customs.
Foreign students should by no
means intelligently participate in
political and social issues, etc. At
least this is what Bunzel thought
would be the case when he came to
last Thursday’s cocktail party to
"honor us" as the Spartan Daily
put it.
It turrns out, however, that
foreign students usually come from
oppressive dicatatorial countries
(many of which owe their existence
to the CIA, the last one being Chile)
where police brutality and lack of
freedom is the rule.
To most of us, freedom has
become something to be cherished
and fought for. Bunzel’s political
firings, dictatorial rulings and
disenfranchisements are very
familiar and loathsome daily occurrences in our home countries.
We were angry at Bunzel, the
symbol of local repression, and the
man who has begun the process of
stifling academic freedom at San
Jose State.
We consider the Economics
Department to be in a state of
seige. We are unhappy with the 8020 business that hurts our
education. We are unhappy at the
astronomical tuition hikes we have
been faced with in the last two
years and the lack of support and
counsel we got from the administration. We can never see
Bunzel when we need him. We do
not enjoy being financially
stranded midway in our education.
When we finally got a chance to

see Bunzel in person, we fired our
questions at him and were met with
the usual evasive diplomatic
jargon.
Exasperated, we voted (122 for,
one against) in Bunzel’s presence
for his resignation.
Was it a presumptious move on
our part? We do not think so. Down
here a department is disenfranchised to be silenced. Back
home they face the firing squad for
the very same reasonsto be
silenced. Our duty as human
beings is to speak up.
Susan Martinek
Nursing senior
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NASA expenses justified
like Rornito
Staff reporter
The National Aeronautics
and Space .Adrnirustration
(NASA) has been responsible for many important
scientific and technological
advances valuable to our
society
But many people take the
attitude that the NASA space
program is just an expensive
project with little or no
return.
Declining public interest
and the belief that NASA
funds could be better spent
improving conditions at
home have caused drastic

budget cuts, from a peak of
$5.9 billion in 1966 down to
about $3.2 billion this year
But there are many accomplishments that have
come out of the NASA
program. many of which
would not be possible today,
if it weren’t for the space
Program.
The satellite, for one, is a
NASA invention that aids us
every day
Satellites carry thousands
of telephone messages and
dooms of television transmissions throughout the

Comntunity comment

world.
Recently laser equipmed
was installed in satellites
that can detect contmental
dr.ft !shift in position of
continents), observing
motions as minute as a
fraction of an inch per year.
This equipment may indicate disturbances under
the surface of the earth and
possibly
predict
earthquakes.
Another thing we take for
granted is the use of
satellites for weather forecasting. Photographs of the
earth by satellite have made
it possible to forecast many
types of weather around the
world_
acNASA’s
But
complishments haven’t been
only with satellites. The
program has worked to
advance the propulsion of
electronics,
communications, guidance and
control techniques which
have aided the rapid expansion of today’s jet travel.
Not only has NASA made
and
scientific
many
technical advances, but it
has provided many jobs
throughout the nation.
At the program’s peak, it
was not uncornmoo for areas
like Huntsville, Ala., and
Florida’s Brevard County to
profit from the space
ProgramHuntsville,home of the
Marshall Space Flight
Center,
developed the
rockets for the Apollo
project. Its population grew
by 90 per cent between 1960
and 1965. and its employment grew by 95 per

cent.
Brevard
County
historically
a
sultry
agricultural area, soared
from a population of 24,000 to
224,000 in just five years,
with the manned space
program accounting for its
tremendous growth.
The space program has
made many advances since
the first satellite in 1956,
through Project Mercury,
the Gemini series, the Apollo
project and the Skylab space
station of this May
And the changes haven’t
been all for the worst as
many people tend to believe.
It’s just too bad that the
only things people can
remember about NASA are
spending
money
and
popularizing Tang.
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Buses more hassle than help
Blaise Castren
_Sports editor
When
red Macliturray
stands up next to a sleek.
streamlined Greyhound bus
and implores the TV
audience to "leave the
driving to us," it gives you a
pristine image of what really
is a dingy, ill-coordinated
operation called our nation’s
bus hnes.
Being a veteran of four
trips between Los Angeles

and Montana, I’ve found bus
stations for the most part to
be grimy little cracker
boxes, the bus schedules to
be out-of-date, and the buses
themselves tube in the same
league as the Tijuana
Transit System.
Here, at a tune when the
nation is trying to get people
to stay away from their gas
guzzling automobiles and

Community comment

More parking spots
needed on campus
Tanya Remkes
Staff reporter

Even though there are for the garage on Seventh service fees cover the ex4,716
parking
spaces Street and the lot on Sixth pense.
available on campus, there and San Carlos have said
It seems with the tuition
are possibly 31,060 users in their
parking
spaces getting higher, student
the course of one day in- sometimes are filled by 9 service fees are increasing.
cluding
faculty,
staff, a.m.
The increase could include
students and visitors).
Many students must park services which students
But Bill Schooler of blocks away from the needsuch as free parking.
Auxiliary Enterprises says, campus whem they’re lucky
Students should have easy
there are plenty of available enough to find a place.
access to their classes. They
parking spaces on caznpus.
According to Schooler, shouldn’t have to come to
There’s just one problem
there are no plans for more school an hour early just to
how do you find them? parking facilities became we find a parking space.
for don’t need any more.
The present conditions of
Construction
A possible solution to the parking is bad enough, but
redevelopment the area
between Third and Fourth dilemma would be to what’s going to happen next
streets and San Carlos and guaramtee parking space to spring, when 840 more cars
San Fernando streets is stedents by having student join in the race for space?
scheduled to begin early next
year. This redevelopment
will close the two parking
lots now located in two-block
chronologically but also the area.
According to San Jose’s
end of a special feeling as
well, that we thought we’d redevelopment agency, the
construction period could
never lose again_
The young people of this last a year and during that
generation have lost that time, where are the MO cars
special closeness and un- that are now accommodated
clerstanding that magically in the lots going to park’
The
redevelopment
evolved during the last
Fact: The United Slates is throughout
the
U.S.
decade and has tragically agency said it has no plans to the fith largest Spools’s- elementary schools are
disappeared in he new go create Or supply a tem- speaking coentry in the closing and teachers are
porary parking area for world and has mare than 15 being laid off. F-1411:10e7
get’em trend of the ’76s.
during
the million Spanish speaking Santa Clara Unified School
I personally have never students
period Which Pee*.
heard people talk to one
District is seriously conFart: Latin America is sidering the closure of sex
another the way they were Li logical: it’s not the city’s
tremendously elementary schools and
talking last week at a place concernit’s a miversity gaining
economically
and three intermediate cammeant
and
geared problem.
Schooler said expansion of population-wise.
The
reason
It
is puses.
specifically for them.
-Get out of my way’ and SJSU parking facilities is not estimated by population declining enrodmeig.
Westwood School on
"Move, I’ve been here for planned for the next five experts that within 26 to 25
years there will be more Saratoga Avenue has an
hours and you have no years.
That means that sometime Spanish-speaking people enrollment of 220 students
right..." and with shall we
say more expletives deleted. during the spring ’75 than English speaking compared to 1960s figure of
Harrison could have been semester, there are going to people in the Western 415 The school district is
singing "Yankee Doodle be MO more cars fighting for Hemisphere! I Or Aragon, ethnically composed of le
1974 Dihngual Conference, per cent Ang.lo 15 per cent
Dandy" for all anyone cared, places to pert.
Schooler chums there are Burlinggame, Cal.
Belly Preston’s smiling face
Chicano and 5 per cat other.
Recently, a great reserve
In East San Jose, where
meld have had a beg on his plenty available spaces
head for all anyone noticed between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m of oil, greater than Alaska’s, most of the Chicanos live, the
in concentration ranges from
discovered
Brothers and sisters, Yet, how many students was
human beings, people- we have classes before or after Tamaulipas. Mexico. 30 per cent to al per cent. Are
President Echeverna came these schools going to close
should all start smiling at these hour’s?
Schooler said the -peak" to the U.S. to meet with down’ No, an the contrary
each other again and actually meaning it. We mint traffic period is the first two President Ford. Mexico expansion projects are
start caring again for our weeks of school.
made the mprecendented underway. enrollment has
"We can’t construe a 94 decimal to first sell the oil to gam op.
Fellow man and ow fellow
Bueno carnales, what does
million strutter: for only a Latin Americas comtries,
generation
We need to slow down and two-week peak period." he then to Cuba and if there is this information tell us’ The
population
is
anything left it will go to the Anglo
said.
take a look around.
Personally, I can’t see that United States of America. decreasing, yet the Spanish
If we don’t...if we don’t,
speaking,
Chicano
George Orwell’s mechanical the -peak period" is over. Viva E:chererria!
Today the U.S. population population is increasing
world of paranoid people in a Parking spaces are as hard
scarred society could be to find and there in as much increase has reached an an- tenfold!
Why then do we have so
closer at hand thee even he traffic now as Wiring the iline low In many areas
first few weeks of school.
imagined
Parking garage attendants
COME TOGETHER NOW

Harrison message
lost in pushy crowd

Sandy Tuchinsky
Staff reporter

our
vitt;
die
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own
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I for
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A cry of -OM" emitted
from Ravi Shankar’s tanquil
lips as he concluded his
portion of the George
Harrison show last week.
His message of love and
being one with the acrid and
the universe would have
been deemed by the young
crowd as an =portant.
relevant message.
Instead it seemed to pass
in one ear and out the other.
as the unruly people pushed
and shoved for a better space
on the floor t the Cow
Palace.
Even Harrison. long
heralded as me of the great
prophets of the ’Ms. couldn’t
reach the selfish, inconsiderate mass.
The people had come to
hear the music, but they
didn’t seem to hear the
message Harrison and his
amiable cohorts were trying
to relate to them.
"Give roe love, give me
peace. give roe hope on
earth" .it should mean
more than just a top 90 hit.
At the Woodstock Festival.
in 1969 a concert was than a
show but a get-together of
people coming to enjoy the
UMW and each other and
"Hi
brothermeant
something.
The
young
"Woodstockians" endured a lot

more discomfort than the
people the other night. At
that particular festival, it
was reported people fought
an endless deluge of rain.
mud and lack of facilities.
And yet. Woodstock has
gone down in the the annals
of Ties history as being
something more than three
days of rock and roll. It was
a special moment in time of
and
understanding
togetherness in a specific
generation.
-We have a complete city
here," John B. Sebastian
said at the time. Everyone is
wcriting together to make
the. thing work."
One boy at the Harrison
concert said he had been to
the Woodstock festival and
would never forget it.
’It’s gone now." he said,
"Everyone is out for
themselves again."
I guess there are reasons.
Maybe it was Nixon and his
special brand of -law and
order" that suppressed our
generation beck into the
mold of conforming, simply
because that was the way to
get anything done after a
while without being called a
dirty hippie.
Dan Rather, in his new
book -The Palace Guard,"
observed that with the close
of the ills came not only the
decade
a
of
end
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help us help
others
) donate blood
plasma
and earn cash

:!16tts71)
a month aw one of our
aluable blood
men & women 18-60
call or come by weekdays

LIFELINE BIOLOGICALS
1469 park as.e s.j.

take the bus for their com- models.
muter and long-distance
The chances of getting any
travel, whey can’t bases he sleep on buses is next to
polished up so people nothing The seats are
wouldn’t grumble whenever =esti lumpy and there’s no
they are mentioned’
leg room unless you can
I dunk the first major stretch out on the aosle
negative factor to riding Many of the buses vibrate to
buses is the bus stations no end and defy anyone to
themselves. Execptuig a few get more than 441
of these structures, they Often the buses aren’t
usually are a hang-out for cleaned and after year
the dregs of skid-row society journey you are left with a
and thus not very attractive nice than layer of grime all
to the average traveler.
over your body
Whenever I’ve had exIf all this wasn’t enough,
tended stopovers in bus you have to worry about the
depots. I’ve been subjected fate of your luggage as well.
to frequent abuses from old Al every stop you have to
winos who seen to have watch as some 12-year-old
permanent residences in kid throws your precious
these old "pony -express" suitcases onto some cart,
stations.
possibly
destined
for
are anywhere !ran Walla Walls.
tramps
These
either bumming dimes or Wash., to Kalamazoo.
In fact, Last summer I had
engrossing you in conversations of what ’ibis one lost for two weeks and
country used to be like." Chi not even as much as "We’re
occasions these pitiful folks sorry," when it finally
have excreted saliva or last caught op with me.
If the country wants its
night’s bottle of Ripple all
over my traveling clothes. travelers to break away
If sitting in depots such as from
their
sacred
the rundown ones in San .106r automobiles, they will
or San Francisco weren’t definitely have to come up
bad enough, getting fast, with a more modernized
efficient commixes to your form of bus travel.
destination is a near imPeople wait a fast, efpossibility. How does a urn- ficient system with a
hour layover in Butte, Maid., minimum of hassles in
from 1 to 10 a.m. sound?
gening from one port to
The buses themselves another and definitely Ow
never seem to be the busing business bars faded.
modernized crosiers you see Maybe Alpo or Or. Ron
on the commerciaks, but are might have a solution to
often out-dated 15-year old build a healthier Greyhound.

Community comment

Chicanos need Spanish
Enrique S. Angulo
IIECHA Education Committee chairman
few Chicano teachers? Feed SrCIIIIEMIEty. !SIVE tilIMIWit we
Marten Elementary School had learned English, we
in the Mt. Pleasant School were also three years bellied
District. has 55 per cent the Angiosr
Chicano shallots, yet they
Bilingual-Bicultural
have no Chicago teachers! education woad present this
And what about our sure
retardation
fire
process.
The
Spanish
programs, where are they? speaking child would be
The federal government has taught his cultural heritage.
recently
allocated MI5 He would be taught SCIMICIr,
million toward bilingual math, history, etc. in his
education, are the ad- native Language. F.aglish
ministrators waiting till 1965 w ould be taught as an
to implement’
academic subject and he
Chicanos aren’t knocking would learn English as well,
the English language, per se. as soon, if not sooner than his
What we’re binstlig is the ESL counterpart. r Project
mentality of the ethnocentric Latino-Anglo Title VII
monolingual Gringo’
ESEA) ( The Effects of InESL I English as a Second struction in a Weaker
langoage) programs have Language. J. Illacnamarai
failed the Chicano. The
liet’s get it together carprograms have retarded ow males, forget that gabecho
have myth about the melting pot.
children they
prevented us from learning You don’t have to strip off
any
material until we your pride, your language,
learned Englinh.
your hertage--clohody has
The
all-Amerman
By the tame we learned to.
English. three yews later. stereotype is dead. We’re
we finally were taught the coming carnets’s and we’re
15 million strong and INmaterial we missedninth.
science, history. etc. Con- CRE.ASING ’ ’ ’
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Music theater
has new season

Scottish theater group
to begin six-day stint
The Long Green Theatre Company, a
family of three performers from Scotland,
are bringing their conglomerate workshop
of dance and theater to SJSU for a six-day
run, beginning tomorrow night.
Reg Bolton and Annie Stainer are a
versatile husband and wife company that
offers a highly physical program of solo
dances and theater performances for
children and adults alike.
World tour
The family, along with year-old son
Joseph, is making use of a five-year grant to
tour the world with their company. They
make their home and company base in Long
Green, near Edinburgh, Scotland.
Bolton, ex -director of. the Theatre
Workshop Edinburgh, is manager and
resident ’clown" of the company. He has
both worked with children and written plays
for them.
Annie Stainer is an established dancer and
mime artist who has developed her own
dance style, largely inspired by the
movements of animals and children.
Solo performance
"The Legend of Lility," a "visionary tale
in solo mime and dance," will be performed
during the workshop by Stainer, as she
performs on the stage alone for 80 minutes.
Both Bolton and Stainer perform
separately, but when performing together,

The San Jose Music Theater has lined up a sparkling
season which begins this week with "The Boy Friend."
Other Broadway hits such as "Follies," and "Guys and
Dolls" are also scheduled
"The Boy Friend," currently running at the Montgomery
Theatre, Nov. 15-16; Nov. 22-23; Nov. 29-30, is directed by
Richard Parks, SJSU drama professor.
Parks, a veteran of more than 300 productions as actor or
director, has won drama awards and scholarships from both
SJSU and the University of Washington.
"The Boy Friend," by Londoner Sandy Wilson, is a highly
stylized, almost camp version of the 1920’s musical which
featured Julie Andrews in its Broadway run.
It’s a nostalgia trip in which Wilson burlesqued every plot.
idea, song-lyric and jazzy tune style that characterized
musicals of the 20’s, setting the show on the French Riviera
In the era of the flappers, coonskin coats and the Charleston.
"Follies" will be revived in March and performed at the
Music Theater.
Season tickets for repeat performance are on sale at the
San Jose Music Theatre box of ice, 10 Notre Dame, San Jose.
For more information, call 286-6841.
San Jose’s 2700-seat Community Theatre is scheduled to re
open in late April, 1975.
The theater has been inactive for the past three years
because of the collapse of the movable roof.

they produce children’s shows that adults
like to see, and powerful adult shows that
children can enjoy.
The couple are artists in residence with the
department from Edinburgh, Scotland.
Workshop begins
Their workshop begins this weekend for
those holding tickets. Only a few workshop
tickets for 83,50 remain to be sold in
PER111, according to Dr. Nellie Arnold,
department of Recreation and Leisure
Studies.
The workshop features classes and performances by thecompany, climaxing in the
"Lilith" performance by Stainer on Sunday
at 8 p.m. in the Dance Studio, PER 262.
Several special lecture -demonstration
and performances are open to the public,
however. The single performance of
"Lilith" is also open to the public for $2.
Bolton will headline both lecture sessions
that are open to the public, with a 25 cent
donation being asked.
The first session is on Thursday at 8 p.m.
in PER 280, the topic of discussion being,
through
Development
"Community
Creativity."
The second session will take place next
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in PER 280 and the subject will be, "When A Child Makes
Something."

SELF PSYCHOTHERAPY
a new book by Albert Steinkirchner, M.D.

Annie Stainer enacts the story of

shows how to

Saratoga’s Mr. Robert’s proves see -worthy
"All right! Who did it!"
"This is the Captain
speaking, every man on this
ship Is on report until I find

out who did it, ya hear!"
"Roberts! Mr. Roberts!
Come to my cabin immediately!"

Ex -Rascal solo

Cavaliere’s firstsuperbly versatile
By James Hadley
Felix Cavaliere, former
lead singer for the Rascals,
has returned solo to the
recording scene titter two
and a half years with a
superb solo album, simply
entitled "Felix Cavaliere."
During the Rascals’ sevenyear history, they had about
18 Top 100 chart singles,
including hits "Good Lovin,"
"Groovin" and "People Got
to be Free."
The LP, produced by
Cavaliere and Todd Rundgren, contains an inamalgam
of
teresting
material. Cavaliere reveals
many musical sides of
himself for foe first time.
"I’ve Got a Solution" is in
a country and western vein.
"I Am Free" would be
classified as rock while "It’s
Been a Long Time" and
"Summer in El Barrio" fall
into the Latin music bag.
Cavaliere utilizes his
background vocalists, which
include Cissy Houstona
singer in her own rightin
"Everlasting Love," a
rhythm and blues number
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cents. Phone 277 3111 Advertising
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which is well worth the price
of the album.
A few of the tunes are
reminiscent of the Rascal’s
sound because of the style
and background vocals.
Those tunes are "Funky
Friday," "A High Price to
Pay" and "Gamblin’ Man."
With the exception of one
song, Cavaliere and Carmen
Moore composed all the
songs, covering a cross
section of topics in they
lyrics.
Throughout the album
there are great instrumental
solos featuring the trumpet,
guitar, arp organ, saxophone
and tkRP synthesizer.
Cavaliere plays the ARP
organ and, of course, the
piano. An accomplished
musician, he has firm roots
in the jazz world through his
concerts and recordings with
Pharoah Sanders, Alice
Ron Carter,
Coltrane,
Hubert laws and others.
The Rascal’s popularity
dropped when they started
experimenting with music
that wasn’t what the
business
world calls commercial
That is, it didn’t sell.
From the high calibre of
this effort, Cavaliere won’t
have any problem being
fact,
In
commercial.
a
Bearsville Records,
Warner Bros. subsidiary,
may have a problem chosing
cuts to release as singles
because they are all "A"
sides.
Cavaliere has been gone
from the recording scene
much too long. It is good to
hear from him.
Hopefully it won’t be to
long before his next LP is
released.

it
sensitive humanitarian and choice portrayal as the baby"Mr. Roberts" plays each
A Navy captain can get anguished patriot longing to faced, igenous and prankish Friday and Saturday at 8:30
pretty upset when his get into the thick of WW II, Ensign Pulver.
p.m. through Nov. 23 at the
executive officer throws his but relegated to
unSaratoga Civic Theater,
Ward’s return, in shredded 13777 Fruitvale Ave., across
pet palm tree overboard, spectacular duty as cargo
clothes, soap suds and silly from the West Valley College
especially when it’s WW H officer on an "old tub."
grin, from a laundry room campus in Saratoga.
and his ship has the vital
Bob Maher put on one of tryout of a dynamite
mission of supplying the
pacific fleet with toilet paper the best performances a "firecracker" destined for
Further information about
theater-goer is likely to ever the captain’s bunk, com- tickets 83 for all seats), or
and toothpaste!
"Mr. Roberts," which see in community theater as pletely broke up the crowd. about reservations can be
obtained by calling 255-3806.
opened the Saratoga Com- his belligerent captain.
Other memorable permunity Players’ Fall season
given
by
formances
were
Perhaps the most gripping
Friday night, is a heartMark A. Dawber and Porkey
warming, laugh-filled tale of evidence of Maher’s acting
Lewis and Insigna and
prowess
was
in
his
scene
c
a modern-day Mr. Christian
Mannion, and Arlene Reso as
with
Roberts
where
he
PIS ()RAN(
who defies his Bligh-like
Lt. Ann Girard.
captain and becomes a erupted into a tirade of rage
and pathos against "fancy
legend to "his" men
Also worthy of a battle star
The play, by Thomas college educated" Navy was the excellent set
officers
who
had
stepped
on
is
Heggen and Joshua Logan,
designed by Stephen C.
directed by Armand Plato him all his life.
Wathen.
and produced by Nancy
Charles Sebert gave a fine
Howie, and plays weekends performance as Doc, the
One unexpected highlight
at the Saratoga Civic guy who dispenses his of the evening was the enTheater through Nov. 23.
special brand of worldly- tertaining entermission,
production wise advice along with his featuring three USO-style
It
is
a
especially notable for its own potent substitue for volunteer matrons cirfinely polished and balanced scotch made out of medicinal culating through the crowd
cast.
alcohol, coca-cola and shoe in World War H vintage
Derek Charnley gave an polish.
dresses and hairstyles and
excellent portrayal of Lt.
warbling ’40s tunes ala the
jg I Douglas Roberts, the
Jeffrey Ward also gave a Andrews Sisters.

Designing
in
14K &18K
Cold

354-3388

Aquin Publishing Co., 1608 Pacific Ave.,
Venice, Ca. 90291

Car Insurance
it doesn’t have to cost that much!
Because now there’s a new

. with the lowest possible rates and
. a convenient, monthly payment plan
Call Mike Foley for a no -obligation quote
(408) 984-2000
1101 S. Winchester Blvd, G-175
San Jose, Calif. 95128

presented by Grope

A NOSTALGIC RETROSPECTIVE
OF CLASSIC 1950’s TELEVISION
IN THREE SHOWINGS
The Famous Classic 7950’s Television
Series comes to San Jose State University.
Shows each day at 2 pm, 7 pm, and 10 pm. Tickets $7
students, $7.50 general public. Student Union Ballroom
Friday, November 15

THURSDAY NOV. 74
The Honeymooners

Christmas show in which the heart of Ralph and his pocket
collide, at the expense of poor Alice. As a friend Ed Norton
isn’t much help, but his performance as comedian is
tremendous.

The Ted Mack Amateur Hour (1953)
A memorable trobute to the unknown artists and soldiers of
American culture in the 50’s, including a swing band from
Pennsylvania, a birdcalls, from Tennessee

Amos and Andy"Rare Coin" (1953)
OLD TOWN
LOS GATOS

$1.95 at BOOK STORES

College Student
Auto Insurance Plan

with Gleason and Carney (1958)

DESIGN
JEWELERS

resolve hang-ups
by yourself

Amos drops a million dollar dime into a pay phone and fonds
himself in nothing but bad trouble trying to retrieve it. As
innocent bystander. Kongfish is also plunged on troubled
waters, called the law.

Burns and Allen (1953)
Gracie connives and undertakes a subversive plan to
make her son escort a book worm to the Sr. Prom.
Of course her strategy ends up onvolvong George.
Henry, the neighbors and the local beautician.

Dragnet ’56
Sargent Friday makes a dope bust during an encounter session in which he is a participant.

The Mickey Mouse Club (1956)
It is the mouseketeers and Mickey too. A real plunge
into the 50’s. Don’t miss it folks,

You Bet Your Life
Nixon’s Checkers Speech
Sergeant Bilko
Elvis on Ed Sullivan
What is Communism?
Wildroot Cream Oil Commercial
Adlai Stevenson vs. Corruption
Nixon for Senator
SupermanStamp Day
Sid Caesar

Saturday, November 76
Elvis on Steve Allen
Liberace on Lawrence Welk
SupermanGreat Caesar’s Ghost
The Original Lone Ranger Shows
Amos and AndyTraffic Violater
Father Knows Best
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’Sons of Champlin’ shine brightly

1

amidst ’Greg Allman Band’ spotlight

rkling
is and

By David Reyes
Gregg
Allman,
that
stringy -blonde -haired
musician from Georgia, had
about 3,500 screaming fans
jumping and swaying to his
southern rock sounds Friday
night at Winterland Areana
in San Francisco.
Allman, who was featured
with two other groups,
Cowboy and the Sons of
Champlin, did not appear
until 11:30 p.m.When he did,
the audience was turned into
a clapping wedge of
humanity.
Cowboy, consisting of a
drummer and three guitarplaying musicians from
Macon, Georgia, opened the
show. However, they failed
to arouse the Winterland
crowd with their country
soul-rock.
Singing "country ditties"
sprinkled with a mild
western twang, Cowboy
lackadaisically played on.
Cowboy finally warmed up
during their next-to-last
number "We can’t be nothin’
but a whole lot of fun." The
lead guitarist, Tommy
Talton, visibly got into the
song.
Accenting his energetic
hard-driving beat with eyes
pinched shut, Talton worked
his guitar to cries of approval from the crowd.
After a boring, 45 minute
wait for stage hands to set up
for the Sons of Champlin,
Master of Ceremonies Jerry
Pompili promised that the
band’s "quality will make up
for it,"
With blaring horns, the
Sons
of
seven-piece
Champlin band awoke the
audience from it’s slumber
with it’s brassy horn section.
Leading into "Goldmine"
which lead singer Bill
Champlin said was "one of
their favorites," Champlin
sang about a hopeful sexual
encounter. He sang about a
"foxy lady he met on the
street" while the brass men
answered "I wish I had my

ornery
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-tor or
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highly
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y plot:erized
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Nellie Yung’s contribution to Asian -Arts Festival

Ave.,

’Eastern Streams’

Asia-Americans exhibit art
By Terry Britton
An exhibition of art, as
seen from the AsianAmerican perspective opens
this Sunday in the corridors
and halls of the SJSU Art
Building from 5 to 8 p.m.
The art works displayed
will be by members of
Streams,
an
Eastern
organization made up of both
SJSU college students and
members of the San Jose
Asian-American community
at large.
The artists are from
many backgrounds. For
some, their works are an
expression of their cultural
heritage, while for others,
;hey are the result of an
affinity for Far Eastern
philosophy and culture.
This exhibit of art through
differing media has the
purpose of showing how
Asian themes and techniques
’can be relevant to contemporary American art.
Dr. Nancy Wey, professor
of Oriental Art History and

Choral group
enrollments

encouraged
SJSU choral directors
have announced that there
are openings in the Concert
Choir, University Singers
(Glee Club) and Chorus for
,the spring semester.
Students wishing to enroll
;in these various choral
groups should contact Dr.
Charlene
Archibeque,
Concert Choir, in M 203 for
auditions.
Interested students must
audition before they turn in
their registration packets.
Sign-up sheets for the
auditions are available in M
203.

calligraphy at SJSU, acts as
faculty adviser to the
Eastern Streams group
which is about a year old.
of
explanations
Her
oriental art and Asian American art in particular,
are especially valid in that
she is one-quarter Chinese
herself.
It was near the turn of the
20th century that Wey’s
to
sailed
grandfather
America from his small
village near Canton, China,
to come to the golden land of
California.
What he found instead was
backbreaking servitude as a
laborer on the Unior Pacific
Railroad building crew,
which helped America link
her East Coast with her
destiny in the west.
Wey’s grandfather implanted many memories of
his homeland in China in her
head, as do many parents
and grandparents in presentday Asian-Americans. It is
also a process of looking at
the world in a subtler Asian
manner, a perspective that
some Asian-Americans don’t
even realize they have, said
Wey.
"One of our artists in
Eastern Streams couldn’t
understand why his art
wasn’t understood," said
Wey. "Even after it was
pointed out to him that the
subtler Asian strains of
expression were present in
his work, he refused to accept the explanation."
"A lot of Far Eastern
things are done rather
subtly," continued Wey,
"like some of the traditional
ink drawings, but they are
in
overpowered
often
exhibitions by splashy,
dominating Western art
forms."
Even though many people
living in California are used
, to seeing Oriental Art, Wey
said that they are often not

Now you can get a 25%
discount on car insurance
with a "V average and a
clean driving record thru
State Farm Insurance
If you graduate and
remain single
until 25, you
continue to pay the I
same law rates.

ono

MIKE ADAMS
1556 A Meridian Ave.
San Jose

goldmine workin’."
The crowd near the stage
enjoying the song, joined into
the number and sang along
with the brass section..
Sons of Champlin moved
into their introduction
number where each member
got to cook as he was identified.
When lead guitarist Ted
Haggerty’s turn came, he
answered with a surprising
hot session. Working the
guitar neck up and down, he
musically lifted the fans
close to the stage to near
pandemonium as they
shouted "go Haggerty."
Haggerty then eased up so
drummer James Preston
could get into a drum solo.
Preston put in four minutes
of work that brought the
crowd clapping in unison.
Champlin told the crowd to
applaud themselves during
the number because they
"make this whole thing."
stopping,
Without
Champlin moved the group
into Sly Stone’s "I Want to
Take You Higher". By this
time, half the Winterland
audience was visibly moving.
Rocking the stage, even
musicians from Allman’s
band waiting in the wings
were clapping and toetapping until the 17-minute
number ended.
After one hour of the Sons
of Champlin’s music, one fan
remarked to his friend,
"these Sons of Champlin just
blew out Cowboy and sent
them right back to Macon."
Now it was Allman’s turn
as he brought his entourage
of 13 performers.
"Those Sons of Charnplin....wow!" Allman said as
he sat down. Allman assured
the audience that the
"Allmans are all about
cookin, ain’t nobody gonna
run you out of here."
Opening with numbers
from his "Laid Back"
album,
Allman
sang
"Midnight Rider" and
"Queen of Hearts."

Smoking a rolled up
cigarette on stage and
weaving slightly as he sat
down near his organ, Allman
said that he was ready to
"boogie all night".
Picking up an electric
guitar to the approval of the
audience, Allman plucked
away, though not really in
tune, through two songs.
It took about three numbers for Allman to overcome

Winter consort in
free performance

4111
Asian arts coordinator Nancy Wey
examines glaze -cracked ceramic
familiar with the history of
those art forms or their
aesthetics.
There is also the fact that
many cowboys in the
were
West
American
chinese, said Wey.
"There is a special
painting in our exhibit by
Calvin Horn, president of
Eastern Streams, which
illustrates this fact," said
Wey. "It is a beautiful air
brush rendering in varying
shades of brown called "The
Old West" which shows a
group of Chinese youths in
cowboy outfits."
Not only paintings will be
shown in this multi-media
show but it will also be filled
with giant puppets, ceramics
and sculptures, said Wey.
"Many people have said
that you have to be crazy to
put ceramics, paintings and
sculptures all in one show,"
said Wey, "but they fail to

realize that there is a
common aesthetics that runs
through oriental art, no
matter what form that art
takes."
Wey explained that the
exhibit is not really a
creation or recreation of
Japanese or Chinese culture,
but, rather, the artistic
of
Asian expression
American students.
"The organization is not
political or anything," said
Wey," but we don’t censure
paintings if they have
political content, like one
painting which depicts the
relocation camps of WW II."
Streams
Eastern
The
Asian exhibition
of
American art will be
displayed in the hallways of
the first floor of the Art
Building from Sunday Nov.
17 through Saturday Nov. 23
between 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.

and Hamish Stuart, the
delivery of their brand of
music is truthful and
distinctly egocentric.
The
"get -down"
arrangements make the
mind’s eye visualize the
band is choreography.
Mature and mellow
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Exciting Musical Humorist
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Side Two seems to be the
antithesis of Side One, More
mature and mellow lyrics
composed,
have
been
dwelling more on romanticism, rather than the
rhythm of the flip side.
The backbone of a soul
gathering like the Average
White Band is the drummer
and percussionist, Robbie
McIntosh. He was able to set
the pace for the album,
especially on the song, "You
Got It." McIntosh recently
died of an overdose of heroin.
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concerned with what makes
group improvising happen.
"It’s going to be an exciting innovative show," said
Auyuand.

The Paul Winter Consort
will perform at 9 p.m.
tonight in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The five musicians will
give a free performance,
according to the A.S.
program board. Admission
was originally advertised as
$3 to students and $4,
general public.
Almost cancelled because
of low ticket sales the
program board negotiated
with Paul Winter to perform
the show for less.
"We sold 11 tickets
altogether," said Suzanne
Auyuand, a member of the
program board."
In order to save the show,
Auyuand said, the board
decided to make it a free
concert. She also said that
the group will probably be
payed a token fee, but it will
be very low.
The focus of the Paul
Winter Consort is toward
group music, not solo performances, according to the
group’s leader. The group is

White soul band
called ’top-notch’
By Dian Sherman
In the past, many black
bands have assumed the
monopoly of top-notch soal
groups, but with the
emergence of the Average
White Band, the monopoly is
being dramatically shattered.
The relatively unknown
Scottish band has been
working together for two
years, during which time its
six-members have recorded
two albums.
one
newest
Their
"Average White Band,"
displays a tight style of soul
that seems to be a cross
between Sly Stone and Tower
of Power.
"Average White Band" is
blessed with personal band
member dedication that
fuses into a comprehensive
and
instrumentation
vocalization.
Raw guitar
Of the ten cuts on the
album, the guitar solo on
"Work To Do," by band
member Onnie McIntyre,
stands out as a spontaneous
exercise in harnassing raw
power.
group
the
Because
members mix so well
together, with the fluid, but
coarse vocals of Alan Gorrie

the musical transition from
Sons of Champlin into his
rock, rhythm and blues.
The Allman fans cheered
when he began a slowed
down ballad of the "undertaker." Singing, "undertaker watch that load
you’re haulin’...it has my
woman."
Allman’s band was joined
by Cowboy to produce a soft,
underlying bluesy effect.
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Rising inflation rate hits churches
By Sandy Snyder
Not only are increased
rents and rising food costs a
threat to SJSU students’
pocketbooks, but now even
their religious activities are
being affected by inflation,
according to Pete Koopman,
minister for the Campus
Christian Center.
"Because of inflation, we
have had to cut back on
many student services, such
as marriage and career
counseling and recreational
activities," he said.
"The United Ministries of
Higher Education (UMHE)
which supports and directs
campus ministries nationwide and whom we are
under, has been hit hard by
inflation. In turn, it has not
been able to contribute the
financial support we need to
maintain all of our student
services," he explained.
Staff cut
He noted that even the
center’s staff has had to be
reduced because of the
cutback in UMHE’s support.
"We used to have three
counseled
who
people
students, but because of the
lowering of UMHE’s budget,
we new only have two,"
Koopman said.
He explained that the
UMHE works from an
allotted amount of money
and must decide how their
budget is to be spent "ac-

ye

Tot waves flag for vets
This pintsized flag waver peers down a
San Jose street trying to get a sneek preview
of what’s to come in the Veteran’s Day
Parade. More than 20,000 persons packed
the streets Monday to view the parade,
complete with marching bands, floats,
baton twirlers and drill teams.

Campus briefs
Jack Thomas, professor of
political science, will be
teaching POLI SCI 241
"Regional Studies Seminar;
the People’s Republic of
China," on Mondays from 7
to 9:45 p.m. in Ed 311 in the
spring semester.
The course is open to upper
division and graduate
students and will include
discussion, lecture and
readings. For more information, contact Thomas
at 277-3331, or the departmental office, at 277-3520.
All pre-nursing and nursing majors should attend
CAR registration Monday
from 1:30 to 5 p.m. in the
Health Building, room 405,
to
Dorothy
according
Siegele,
undergraduate
coordinator of the Nursing
Department.
The SCALE volunteer
office has requests from
community agencies for
fieldwork positions. If you
are interested, contact the
SCALE office in the Old
Cafeteria or call 277-2189.
Warren Hein, a 22-year-old
journalism senior, has been
awarded the J. William

Memorial
McCormack
Scholarship of $50 by Alumni
President Robert Hosfeldt.
The scholarship is given
each semester to the student
writer who contributes most
to the Spartan, a quarterly
SJSU Alumni publication.
The SJSU School of
Science will offer a forum
class next semester which
will present lecturers from
the natural science, physics,
chemistry, biology, geology,
and
meteorology
mathematics departments.
The class will be offered
Fridays from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. and Thursdays
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Dr. Walter A. Gong,
natural science instructor,
said the two-unit course can
be used to fulfill general
education requirements.
The
Sociology
of
Homosexuality," a new 3unit experimental course on
homosexuality will be offered this spring.
The course SOC. 196E, to
be taught aby Dr. W. Clayton
Lane of the Sociology
Department, will deal with
the
self-image
of
homosexuals and the kinds

$ 1,600 paid
to departing
lawmakers
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
Twenty-four California
legislators will receive a
total of 838,400 at the end of
December --payment for a
month’s salary when they
will not be officially on the
job.
These 24 lawmakers
leaving their posts because
of retirement, defeat or
another positionwill pick
up $1,600 each. The one-time
payment will come because
of a 1972 constitutional
change.
In short, California taxpayers will be footing a
December salary bill for 143
legislators rather than the
customary 120 members.
There is one vacancy in the
state Senate now.
Theodore Mandalla, a
spokesman for the state
controller’s office, explained
that voters approved a
switch from a one-year to a
two-year legislative session
in 1972.
Under that measure
Prop. 4this year is the first
time that a new two-year
session starts in December
to give legislators time to
organize committees and
introduce bills.
But the legislators elected
in 1977/./ere elected for a full

of interaction that take place
in the gay world.
too
The California State
Loan
and
Scholarship
Commission has announced
the opening of the competition for the 1975-76 State
Graduate Fellowship
Program which provides for
up to full tuition andor fees
graduate
or
at
any
professional school in the
state. There will be ap800
new
proximately
fellowships in contrast to 250
available last year.
The Fellowships are open
to students who will enter
their second year of
graduate or professional
school beginning Sept. 1,
1975. Applications must be
filed by Jan. 15, 1975 and are
available from the Financial
Aids
Office
in
the
Administration Building,
room 234.
Representatives from the
federal, state and local
governments
will
be
available to talk to students
interested in public services
careers 1 to 4 p.m., Tuesday
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room
of the Student Union.
The talk is sponsored by
the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
On-campus job interviews
for Series IV, Liberal Arts,
will be held 9 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday at the
Career
Planning
and
Placement Center.

cording to order of importance."
"Apparently,
student
services are considered low
in order of importance,
because UMHE provides us
with as little as possible.
Also, they (UHME) are
suspicious that the Campus
Christian Center is too
liberal in its attitudes
because we are often involved in explosive political
and social activities that
they frown upon.
conservative
"Their
financial support to us
reflects their disapproval of
our involvement in these
issues," Koopman said.
Contrary to the cutback in
student services at the
Campus Christian Center,
Father Phil McCrillis of the
Newman Center, located on
South Fifth Street, said,
"There haven’t been any
reductions yet for counseling
or programming in the
area’s Catholic churches,
but there are many other
problems caused by inflation."
He cited the dropoff in
parishioners’ contributions
at many area churches as a
serious
"potentially
problem" for the near
future.
"When donations are cut
back, as inflation is now
causing people to do, the
churches are apt to run in the
red, because contributions
finance many of our
programs and services," he
said.
However, he explained, he
doesn’t think there is any
real danger of Catholic
churches "going under" yet,
Chancery
because the
Office, which supports
Catholic churches to a
"great degree," would
provide financial assistance
in this case.
Budgets affected
said
"However,"
McCrillis, "we are being
affected by inflation in terms
of program budgets. Books
and other church supplies,
like paper and ink, are
rapidly becoming very
expensive."
"We are also having
trouble financing the construction of more churches,
buildings in parish plants,
schools and the maintenance
of them," he explained.
"Since we get our finances to
build by borrowing from the
Chancery Office, which is
being affected by inflation,
the amount we receive from
them is necessarily limited."
McCril4 said that fortunately, many of the
Catholic church services are
directed by parishioner
volunteers, especially those
that involve recreational
activities.
Without these volunteers,
many activities and services
would cease because it would
be too expensive to pay
activity directors, he said.

because of inflation, just like
everybody else. The history
of all churches has shown
that in times of recession, as
we are now experiencing,
they undergo financial
difficulties along with their
parishioners and the public
in general."
"One of the main problems
that inflation is causing in
churches is that although
most businesses’ budgets are
increased during inflation to
cover rising costs, most
church budgets remain
about the same as usual," he
said.
This is because their
budgets depend to a great
on
their
extent
donations,
congregations’
and when people are hit by
inflation, one of the first
things they cut back on is
giving to the church," he
explained.
Salary decrease
White noted that when a
church discovers that its
budget will not increase
along with inflation, it must
often decrease its pastor’s
salary, halt its mailing and
Sunday School services, and
reduce its janitorial and
maintenance upkeep.
other
Although
(such as
professional’s,
doctors and teachers) incomes are now above the
rate of inflation and are able
to enjoy more purchasing
power, White reported that
pastors’ salaries have
remained at about the same
level as they were in 1950.
Donations less
"This is also true of the
amount of income churches
receive from donations," he
said. "Income has grown
over the years, but when you
compare that to how inflation has also grown since
1950, churches are now
actually receiving less than
they were then. People
donate more money now, but
it buys a whole lot less."
Difficulties forseen
"It’s obvious that different
churches will face varying
degrees of financial difficulties for this reason," he
said.
As an example of how
inflation has affected area
churches, he cited the
United
Hills
Almaden
Methodist Church. "In order
for them to do in 1975 simply
what they’ve done this year
in terms of services and
activities, and to provide
their pastor with an

adequate cost-of-living increase, it will cost them
$55,000, up from $43,000 this
year. That’s with no additional programs or activities, either," he declared.
’Fat’ cutout
In the community, the
Rev. Wilbur Fix, associate
pastor of the First Methodist
Church, located at the corner
of Fifth and Santa Clara
streets, observed that it’s
budget time for most
churches, "and it’s pretty
obvious we’ve got to take the
fat out of things.
"Even before double-digit
inflation there were signs of
trouble ahead," he said. He
noted that from 1965 to 1972
personal income after taxes
had gone up 38 per cent while
donations to churches had
only gone up 15 per cent.
Not too hard
"However, we haven’t
been hit too hard by inflation
yet. We’ve made our
congregation aware of the
inflation, and they have
adjusted accordingly. As a
matter of fact," he noted,
"our donations are up 10 per
cent over last year, contrary
to most churches."
Fix noted that in other
churches in the area, inflation is causing them to
retain a higher percentage of

funds
contributed
by
members for operating
costs, rather than giving to
community charities and
organizations.
Tax benefit change?
is
government
The
seriously
considering
legislation that would adversely affect the tax
benefits to individuals giving
to churches, and the ability
of church-related institutions
to borrow money is being
seriously affected by high
interest rates.
All these problems are
familiar to local church
officials charged
with

raising funds, said Fix.
People afraid
Rabbi Joseph Gittin, of
Temple Emanu-El, located
on the corners of University
Ave. and Myrtle Street, said
donations at his synagogue
have
been
decreasing
because "people are afraid
of inflation."
"This stops us from giving
to charities that need our
help the most. The poor,
handicapped, and others that
we are most concerned with
helping are the ones we will
be least able to serve if this
inflation continues," he
stated.

Bring a Friend
Home Today
Pets can bring fun into your lonely life. You
can find the largest selection of pets at
Andy’s Pet Shop. Puppies, kittens, rabbits,
birds, tropical fishes, baby ducks, turtles,
and monkeys. Visit us today.
ALL
BANK
CARDS
OK!

-Atvoy’s
PET 5HOP

OPEN
DAILY
AND
SUNDAY
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SCM 2200
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Fully Electric
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Typewriter
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can quickly make neat typing corrections with
the correction cartridge. The Coronamatic 2200
is a superior electric typewriter in
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most important, in the professional print -like work
it produces.
With its office size keyboard, wide carriage, impression
and touch controls, repeating key actions and other
helpful features.
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Churches public suffer
J. Benton White, coordinator of SJSU’s Religious
Studies Program, said,
"Churches are suffering

"Go Bananas"

two-year term extending
until the end of December,
Mandalla explained.
So
the
Z4
retiring
legislators must get their
pay through the end of that
month, according to an attorney general’s opinion
issued on the matter,
Mandalla said.
"The opinion said the
fellows that were elected for
a two-year term were entitled to the month’s pay,"
Mandalla said. He added,
"This is a one-time deal
because of the change to the
two-year session."

Place
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Santa Clara
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Curator reconsructs
skull of big sea bass
By David Reyes
Jim Stamm,
student
curator of the vertebrate
museum in Duncan Hall, is
working on a project that can
only be called the giant fish
who came for dinner and
never left."
Stamm, a zoology senior,
is putting together the
skeletal head portion of a
giant sea bass that must
have weighed 400 pounds,
according to Stann.
The meat from the fish
head fed 40 people, according to Ray Kruse, a
Monte Vista High School
instructor.
Kruse, SJSU alumnus and
oceanology instructor from
the high school, helped
weigh the nine-foot-long fish
when it was caught by a San
Diego fisherman 52 miles
south of San Felipe, Mexico.
"We couldn’t weigh the
fish because the tail dragged
on the ground, but the scale
read 255 pounds without the
tail," he said.
Kruse, on an extended

field trip with his students in
1973, picked up the fish head
after it was cut from the
body when the fisherman
failed to take it with him.
That night, Kruse said, he
and his students enjoyed a
fish fry from the meat of the
fish head.
"Everyone was stuffed,"
Kruse said, "and there still
was meat left."
The fisherman caught the
giant fish with only a 30pound test line. Kruse said
he had a difficult time
bringing the fish aboard a
small boat.
"He had to pull this big
nine-foot-long fish into a 12foot-long boat. He had a heck
of a time pulling it in," he
said.
Ironically, when the fish
was in the boat, the fisherman began worrying about
being bitten by the large
bass, Kruse said. The angler
then hit the fish on its head
but only stunned it.
Once ashore it took several
men to pound the head until

Court upholds
MIA death law

they cracked the hard bony
cranium, Kruse said.
According to Stamm, the
crack goes right across the
head and, it is plainly visible
on the skeleton.
The fish, said Kruse, was
about 45 years old.
Stamm, facing the task of
re-constructing the head, is
soaking the bones in acetone
to rid them of sticky oils.
Once dry, he said, they will
be wired back into place, and
then the head will be used as
a lab demonstration model.
"It will probably take the
whole semester to put it back
together," Stamm said, but
this guy the skeleton) is so
normal that it will be pretty
easy."
The "normal" that Stamm
referred to is that there are
no abnormalities with the
fish’s bony structure.
The head of the fish is
about two-feet-long from the
tip of it’s jaw to the first
vertebra, according to
Stamm.

Henry Salamy

Jim Stamm (right), Chris Geary examine bones

Christmas jobs may be scarce

WASHINGTON (API
Vie Supreme Court Monday
sustained a lower -court
decision upholding the law
under which the government
decides whether to declare
men dead after they have
become missing in action.
sustained
court
The
comment
the
without
decision of a three-judge
federal panel in New York
which declared the act unconstitutional as it had been
previously administered, but
which said that proceedings
could continue if the next of
kin were given notice and an
opportunity for a hearing.
The wives or mothers of
five American servicemen
action
in
missing in
Southeast Asia appealed that
decision, calling it an
judicial
-exercise
in
legislation."
They contended that,
having decided the act was
unconstituional, the court
exceeded its powers by "the
addition.. .of hitherto
nonexistent provisions for
notice and hearing."
As a result of the court’s
said,
they
action,
proceedings under the
challenged legislation have

continued.
Named as defendants in
the legal action were the
secretaries of the Army,
Navy and Air Force, who
make the determinations of
death.

Box Office Opens 6 15
Show Starts 6 45
Children

EL RANCHO
Rated "PG"
"AMERICAN GRAFITTi
Paul Newman
"JUDGE ROY BEAN

Rated "PG"
Michael Caine
’THE DESTRUCTORS’
Vincent Price
"MADHOUSE"

258 8.4
Rated "R"
Bruce Lee
"ENTER THE DRAGON"
"5 FINGERS OF DEATH"
"FISTS OF
THE DOUBLE K"

Winter break offers study, travel
While Christmas jobs may
be difficult to find over the
winter break, there are
plenty of classes and travel
opportunities being offered

through Extension Services
and Student Services West.
"Students will have a hard
time getting Christmas jobs
because employers want you

Theater faces
safety changes
Although there are no major problems plaguing the
completion of the San Jose Community Theater, there is a
minor onesafety codes, according to David Atwood, SJSU
student and public information coordinator and publicist of
fine arts for San Jose.
Atwood said some of the safety codes have changed since
the theater’s initial construction two and one half years ago.
The railings in the center lobby and along the balcony
may not meet new safety codes," Atwood said.
Although the rule would not hinder comi..!:.tion of the
theater, Atwood said he believes the city will be able to
convince state officails to drop the 42-inch height minimum
for the railing. The railing are now 34 inches high.
: The theater is being rebuilt after its movable ceiling
collapsed two and one half years ago.
Atwood said he expects the theater to be completed by midFebruary or March.
"Things are really rolling along smoothly," Atwood said.
"All of the outside work to the ceiling is finished."
City officials are now talking to the contractor trying to
decide on an exact date when the fine arts department can
complete work to the inside of the theatre.
: Atwood said rerigging the stage and equipment will have to
pi contracted out by the city.
- :The theater’s manager is arranging for talent now, Atwood
4id, but he doesn’t know when or who will appear when the
theater is reopened to the public.

Live or let die;
do dollars rule?
’YREKA ( AP)
Should
the doctors at Siskiyou
General Hospital have let
heart patient Emil A. Liloiva
die before allowing his bill to
run over $10,000 in a futile,
70-hour struggle?
"That’s the big question,"
hospital admistrator Earl
Van Wagoner said Monday.
"But who is to determine
that? When do we determine
it? And who is to do it."
Liloiva was wheeled unconcious into the hospital
Dec. 11, 1973, and died 70
hours later. In the interim,
Dr. Ralph Odell performed
two operationsan
ab:dominal aortic resection and
-an aortic repair.
Wagoner said insurance
paid only $6,672.40 of
Liloiva’s bill. The rest was
"turned over to creditors to be
.-drawn from his estate,
:reportedly less than $4,000.
said
such
Wagoner
:stratospheric hospital costs,
-.which he thinks are much too
Ingh, are not unusual. He

blamed part of the problem
on the high cost of medical
malpractice insurance.
"I have a friend who underwent open heart surgery
at Stanford Medical Center,"
he said. "The bill was
$10,000. That was elective
surgery. This was not. It was
emergency, and he had no
relatives."
"Our costs were about 96
per cent of our gross," said
Van Wagoner, who said the
hospital’s profit on the case
was $2,50.
"I suppose when you get a
case like this, we should just
let him go," Odell said of
Liloiva. "I’m not trying to
build a surgical reputation.
I’m just trying to save
lives."
Charles Huley, the administrator of Mr. liloiva’s
estate,
reportedly has
rejected claims by the
hospital and doctors, saying
they’ll have to take their
claims to probate court.

to be ready and trained to
work
the
day
after
Thanksgiving,’
said
Margaret Wilkes, adviser
coordinator of the Part Time
and Vacation Employment
Center on Ninth Street.
Although
there
are
currently 19 Christmas jobs
listed at the center, Wilkes
said, "I can’t foresee any
special jobs over the break.
The economy’s soft and most
businesses aren’t geared up
for the times students will be
available."
Wilkes suggests students
look for temporary jobs over
the winter break. The Part
Time
and
Vacation

Requirements for financial aid at SJSU are being
adjusted to help meet rising
costs of inflation, according
to Richard Pfaff, associate
director of financial aids.
The College Scholarship
Service (CSS) has found that
$2 billion will be needed
nationally to meet the increased aid.
CSS is a private non-profit
organization that analyzes
numerous needs of colleges
nationwide.
Students already eligible
for aid will be eligible for a
larger amount next fall and
students previously not
qualified to receive aid may
then be eligible.
Whether or not the federal
government will come
through with additional
funds to cover the ad-

20% off at... THE

KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

justments is still unknown.
Pfaff said the school will
not be notified how much it
will receive until late Spring.
next
fall,
Beginning
parents of students who sign
up for aid will not be expected to contribute as much
to their child’s education as
in the past.
The amount a family is
expected to contribute
depends’ on the family income, number of dependent
children, taxes and other
financial factors.
This adjustment covers
only students who are
considered dependent on
their parents. This means a
student either lives at home
or has lived at home within
the past year, receives
financial help or were
claimed as a dependent on

their parents income tax the
last fiscal year.
Pfaff said the amount of
parental contribution is
being reduced "at least 15
per cent" or about three
times greater than in
previous years.
He said this adjustment is
made annually.
Another adjustment being
made is a boost in the
amount of money colleges
set down as how much a
student needs for living and
educational expenses each
semester.
This will affect all
students, whether dependent
on their parents or not.
If additional funds come
through, the amount a
student will receive will
depend, as it does now, on
the individual’s income and

Frustrations cleared
in Program Board
"I think were finally on the
Peter
right
track,"
Koulouris, A.S. Program
board member said last
week.
"Internally we’ve wolved
a lot of communication
problems we’ve been having
and finally know what we
expect from one another,"
he said.
Briding Newell, program
said
the
chairwomen,
committee members were
intra-frustrated with her

over conflicting schedule
problems and
Briding Newell, program
said the
chairwoman,
committee members were
frustrated with her over
schedule
conflicting
intraand
problems
department misunderstandings which mounted
each day into a bigger
communication gap.
"But instead of telling me,
they were taking the

problem to )A.S. President
John) Rico," she said.
Finally, said committee
member Hector Lizardi,
"We had a meeting with
Briding and straightened out
the lack of communication
we seemed to he having."

r
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Save 11.1p
to 70%
On
New
Books

Spartaguide
’WEDNESDAY
Science
Christian
Organization will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the Student
Chapel.
business
a
AIESED
organization will meet at
3:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge, BC 004. Dr. Edward
Laurie is the guest speaker.
SJSU Sailing Team will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the Pacheco
Room.
SJSU Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

Order directly through out catalogue thereby
skipping the tremendous retail markups. Call
or write us and we will mail you our latest
free catalogue listing over 1,000 books now
in stock.

The Consumer Sales Co.
1200 Ranchero Way Box 25
San Jose, Ca. 95129 244-8416

N)111

#

30 -#
south
central ave.
campbell calif.
PRESENTS

JIMMY
ITHERSPOON
THURSDAY’
NOVEMBER 14
$2.00-must be 21
Plenty to Eat & Drink

4tTD14ELUIllt*

Imported Goods From Around
The World Our Specialty, At
Everyday Low Prices!

"BE DIFFERENT"
-SHOP-

of natural science, will take
students to Utah to explore
the techniques of tracing
ancestors Jan. 13 to 25.
Student Services West, a
non-profit organization on
235 E. Santa Clara St., Room
710 is offering a round trip
flight from San Jose to New
York Dec. 21 to Jan. 1 for
$244.

,.......................................................I
EE DRINK WITH THIS AD III

"SH)P EARLY FOR XMAS"

Illfoi.d* Kodak

paper . chemistry

136.
Students may also attend
the first class and enroll and
pay their fees then.
Among the new courses
offered in January Session
will be Chemistry of Wine,
Food and the Consumer, The
Metric System and its Uses,
The Impact of Watergate on
U.S. Politics, Leisure and
Aging, Myths and Realities
and Workshop in Puppetry.
Teachers and student
teachers in the teacher
training programs will have
the opportunity to study
intercultural education in
Hawaii Jan. 0-18.
Dr. Charles Bell, professor

Student aid requirements
adjusted due to inflation

(AV-_RA

.film

Employment Center will be
open daily throughoutthe
break from 9 a.m, to noon
andl to 4 p.m.
January session Extension
Services classes offered Jan.
6 to 24 will accomodate interested students during the
winter break. About 75
classes, ranging from one,
two and three weeks and one
to three units, will be offered
for $28 per unit.
About 40 new courses will
be offered during the
and
session
January
students may register for
any of the classes by mail or
on campus at the Office of
Continuing Education, JC

Sandwiches

I
III

II
1I
ti

Corner of 3rd Street and San Salvador
U
(one block from Duncan Hall)
I
I
10 A.M.-11 P.M.:
294-2525
Offer expires 8/20/74

’We cater all occasions I
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Birth control trends change

AflY 1110WITAIMI.
SUPER
SAVINGS

By Becky Creger
An increasing number of
women are switching from
the pill to other forms of

on
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DYNASTAR SHORT SWING 120.00 Regular
SALOMON 444S BINDINGS
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Super Ski Package
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Regular Price $217.50

ROSSIGNOL PRESTIGE SKIS 135.00
Salomon 444S Bindings
58.00
(Installed)
16.00
Tomic Poles
5.00
New Ski Tune -Up
Engraving

HART

99

Short Ski Package

HART STREAK SKIS
Hart Ramy Bindings
Hart Ramy Poles
New Ski Tune -Up
Engraving
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Service (SHS).
To attain birth control
counseling a SJSU student
need only make an appointment with one of the
SHS physicians.
After a complete physical
including a pap smear, each
birth control method is
demonstrated and explained
to the woman. The final
selection of methods is left to
her, Neel said.
The physical examination
is free to the student. It is one
of the services provided by
Payment of student fees.
The pap smear has a $3
charge,
contraceptive
devices can be obtained at
the SHS for $1.50 for each
month’s cycle of the pill, $3
for a diaphragm, $1.50 each
for spermicidal jelly, creme
or foam.
The pill is still the most
effective birth
control
method ( 99 per cent effective) but an increasing
number of women are
selecting
intrauterine
devices
(IUD)
or
diaphragms, Neel said.
IUDs are plastic or metal
coil-shaped devices that are
placed inside the uterus to
prevent implantation of 3
fertilized egg.
The IUD is 95 per cent
effective, according to Ned.
She noted it is not known how
an IUD works to prevent
pregnancy.
It has been on the market
for eight years, while the pill
has been in use for nine
years.
The SHS does not fit
patients with IUDs because
it is considered a surgical
procedure which the SHS is
not allowed to do.
Instead,
the
girls
requesting this method are
referred to the Pregnancy
Control Center, Women’s

birth control, according to
Dr. Elizabeth Neel, director
of the birth control services
at the SJSU Student Health

ll’TIONS

Look Good in Your Shorts
BuT
rTHREMEMBER
FRUIT OF THE LOOMS AREN’T
E ONLY SHORTS IN TOWN.

Dr Elizabeth Neel
Community Clinic in San
Jose, the Family Planning
Alternatives in Sunnyvale or
a private physician.
The popularity of the
diaphragm is also increasing
Neel said.
The diaphragm, one of the
contraceptive
oldest
methods, holds spermicidal
cream or jelly in front of the
cervix.
most
common
"The
misconception about the
diaphragm," Neel said, "is
that people think it blocks
the sperm from entering the
cervix."
It does not act as a barrier
to the cervix, she said, but

merely as a means of holding
spermicidal jelly or cream
which kills sperm when it
enters the cervical canal.
Some women are going off
the pill and using a
diaphragm because they are
unhappy with the side effects
that the pill can cause, Neel
said.
The most common complaints from women using
the pill, she explained, are
those of weight gain,
depression, and a decrease
in their sex drive.
Many women that switch
from an IUD to a diaphragm
do so because of bleeding
and irritation caused by the
IUD rubbing against the
walls of the uterus, Neel
said. They are also skeptical
of using something, like the
IUD that is not well understood, she added.
Other women believe that
the pill can cause permanent
damaging affects, Neel said,
such as cancer or the
inability to become pregnant
when desired.
Neither has been proven,
Neel said.
"My
own
severe
preference is that each
woman should select her own
birth
control
method
depending on which is suited
to her sex life and physical
needs," Neel said.

Food fund asked
by oil countries
ROME ( AP) - In a move
viewed by World Food
Conference officials as a
major break -through, oil
producing
countries
proposed on Monday to set
up a fund to develop food
production in needy nations.
The oil countries made the
plan contingent on the
participation of the industrialized countries, and
they set no money targets for
the proposed investment
fund, conference sources
said.
U.S. spokesman Edwin
Martin termed the proposal
interesting, but he added
that Washington would have
to be consulted before the
American delegation made
any commitment.
The United States has
strongly insisted at the
conference that it is time the
oil producers, with their vast

new oil income, accept a
share of the cost of feeding
the world.
Conference planners said
the plan was a major step
toward financing the longterm goals of the conference.
United Nations planners
have estimated that investments in poor countries
must be tripled to some $5
billion annually by 1980.
A delegate from Venezuela
developing
most
said
countries, which are in the
majority here, were in favor
of the fund, enhancing its
chances of adoption at the
123-nation conference.
Democratic congressmen
mounted pressure on the
Ford administration to increase U.S. food aid as a
humanitarian gesture while
in
is
conference
the
progress.

.111,

"HOLIDAY SEASONS"
n/VH IT ESTAG
.TEMPCO
*COLUMBIA
*SPINNERIN
*SC ANDIA

ARE
APPROACHING
Don’t be caught behind!!

*SPORTSCASTE
*MEISTER
*ALPINE DESIGN
*PIONEER
*GERRY

SHORT SKI PACKAGE
Lange LC
Salomon 444 Bindings

Package Price$
Save $46.45

SHORT SKI PACKAGE
Aspen Skis
Lange Bindings
Package Price
Save $32.45

Reg.
Reg.

$7250

1 6 1 50

Bermuda Shorts
Marker Bindings (360)

$65.00
$39.95

Package Price $
Save $45.00

$104.95

Reg. $155.00
Reg. $52.95

$215.00

Keg. $160.00
Reg. S60.00
ak $220.00

K2 shorts
Marker Bindings

Package Price $
Save $45.00

Reg. $125.00
Reg. $60.00

$13450

$185.00

BOOTS * BOOTS

Package Price
Save $50.50

STICK TO
YOUR SHOES
RELEASE BINDINGS
SALOMON
GRAND PRIX
BESSER
MARKER
HEAD
BURT
LANGE

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

$29.95
$75.00
$25.50
$49.95
$30.00
$110.00
$39.95

SKI RENTALS
DAY-WEEKEND
WEEK -WHATEVER

K-2
LANGE
CABER
HEAD
AIR FLOW
FROM

$60
"The complete sports shop"

SPORTS SHOP

Open 7 days
a week for your
convenience.

$207.95

Reg. $155.00
Reg. $60.00

1 695
74a,i.v

K2 Three
Marker Bindings (360)

THE pRipYERour9S9PPE

OPEN 7 DAYS-3 NITES
3020 ALUM ROCK AVE.
SAN JOSE 9264020

520 The Pruneyard: Campbell: 371-6840
1.

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
23.. Adjustcvoamlvpe
Check
rsession
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication
8. 4 new spark pltris
9. 3 quarts of oil
!O. New points

WINTER
SPECIAL

$29.95

i I. Adjust brakes
12 Check
ui atddransmission

with this tn1
13. Check brake fluid -add
14. Cheek battery fluid -add

IGOOD TILL DEC. 14)

also specialize
VW work
Official lamp
Motor Overhaul
adj. station
Transmission
Brakes
HOURS: Mon.- Fri. 7:30-4:00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7 11

Ilth awl

1

"Where fine
tobaccos
of the world
come to rest"

San Carlos

294-1562
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Women’s state confab
opens at Hyatt Friday
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Satchmo, the city’s latest can crusher
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asI 4-footed can crusher
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Kathy Clark

Repossession laws
not changed by court
WASHINGTON (AP) - permitting
laws
State
repossession of automobiles
without a hearing survived a
challenge in the Supreme
Court on Monday.
The court declined to hear
appeals from lower court
decisions upholding such
laws in California, ConMontana,
necticut,
Nebraska, and Rhode Island.
0.
William
Justice
Douglas said he believed the

court should have taken up
the issue by hearing the
California, Nebraska and
Connecticut cases.
The court’s decision allows
the lower-court rulings to
stand, but establishes no
national precedent.
The Supreme Court also
declined to hear a challenge
by former White House aide
H. R. Haldeman to the indictments in the Watergate
cover-up case.

"Winterize’ Your Hoene With :111 types Of
Ilangin Plants & Containers

By Jack lvers
The San Jose Recycling
Center is operating at "peak
performance," according to
Kathy Henry, director of
recycling for the city.
"We’ve expanded now to
the point where we have
completely exhausted our
supply of bins for glass and
metal," she said.
Henry, an environmental
studies senior, takes care of
the paperwork for the four
centers the city operates.
The main center on
Singleton Rd. across from
the city dump started almost
four years ago by a group of
SJSU students.
The center continues to be
operated by SJSU students
and is funded by the city
Spartan
the
through
Foundation.
Sean Hallorin, an employe
of the center, said that the
center processes between
three and four tons of glass,

metal cans and newspapers
each weekend.
"The whole concept is
reuse," Hallorin said. "Most
of the glass is remelted and
made into new bottles.
Aluminum cans are melted
down to make new cans," he
said.
Hallorin said that they sell
many of their wine bottles to
home wine makers, and that
one-gallon bottles are saved
for people that make
terrariums.
Hallorin said that the
center picks up glass bottles
from Kaiser Hospital in
Santa Clara and has begun a
drive to collect liquor bottles
from local bars.
The center also picks up
bottles and cans from the
San Jose Baby Zoo. The zoo
employes a unique method to
crush its cans for the
recycling center. It’s an
elephant named "Satchmo."
Ed Ramsay, the zoo’s

Note by Patty
called a hoax

elephant trainer, said he has
been training the two-yearold elephant to crush cans
for the past few months.
"It would go a lot faster if
we could cover the bottom
of Satchmo’s cage with
aluminum .cans," Ramsay
explained. "She has trouble
with the big tin cans."

Affirmative action,
womec’s studies and "DDT
for campus sexists" will be
discussed
by
college
professors, secretaries and
students from SJSU and
other college campuses at
the conference of California
Women in Higher Education
I CWHE1.
annual
second
The
statewide conference will be
held Friday through Sunday
at the San Jose Hyatt House.
CWHE is an non-partisan
organization committed to
improving the status of
women
in
education.
"CWHE policies will be
forged at the conference to
support the interests of
women whose position in
policy-making in education
is not commensurate with
their qualifications and
abilities," according to
Beverly
Waller,
staff
member, and Fauneil Rinn,
faculty
member,
both
conference coordinators
from SJSU.
CWHE goals include
job
elimination
of
establishdiscrimination,
ment of campus child care
centers, support for women’s
centers and advancement of
women into executive and
leadership posts.
The keynote address,
"Answers," will be given
by
Saturday
Congresswoman Yvonne
Brathwaite Burke, 0-Ca.
In 1972 Burke was the first
woman elected to Congress
from California in 20 years
and the first black woman
ever elected from the state.
She
chaired
the1972
Democratic National Con-

Nixon still
improving,

Henry said plans for
opening a recycling center
on the SJSU campus depend
Of) the availability of getting
a volunteer staff to man the
center.

home soon
LONG BEACH API
Former President Richard
M. Nixon, though still improving, has experienced
large, unexplained rises in
his blood pressure in recent
days, his personal physician
said yesterday.
Dr. John C. Lungren said
that while he was concerned
about the problem, Nixon
hopefully will be able to go
home late this week.
The blood pressure swings
have been brought on by
physical activity in some
cases, Lungren said,

"Space for a center is
the
near
available
Environmental Studies
Department." she said.
"Attempts have been made
to open a center on campus
for the past few years," she
said, "The problem is getting people to staff them."
The Singleton Rd. center is
open weekends from 9 a.m.
tt 4 p.m.

or.
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Tonight

SKI FILM
After an enthusiastic response last year, Any
Mountain will again sponsor a full length
Warren Miller ski film. This year’s feature is
entitled, "The Color of Skiing" and includes
action from all over the U.S. with some incredible footage shot in France. The date is
today, WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13th, 8 PM at
DE ANZA’S FLINT CENTER AUDITORIUM. Tickets may be purchased at the
Flint Center Box Office, De Anza College,
or at Any Mountain.
Sponsored By

RAY MOWITAM LT.
6:630 Valley Green Dr

Cupertino
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BESSER, TYROLIA
SILVRETTA,
AMERICAN
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PRIMUS-EDSBYN
BONNA SILVRETTA
TROLL

CABER NORDICA
KASTINGER
HART-MUNARI
ASPEN, OBERMEYER,
SKYR, PACIFIC TRAIL
SWINGWEST

E

1HART or DY_N_ASTA0R SKIS
BESSER BINDINGS
FROM $6.50 weekend

Stittlif
1020W. SAN CARLOS

275-9100

295-5600
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OPEN EVENINGS
BACKPACKING
CAMPING
& RENTALS

SALES
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On All Our Groovy Merchandise

AT PARAMOUNT IMPORTS
M nil srv elc Access.
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-

Turquoise Jewelry
Vi aler Pipes

Black

Lights

-

Silver Rings
Clothes
Strobe Light
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much ...
The Largest Hip Supermarket In N. California
"where you never pay sales tax"

1

A

leave" precedent in the
House of Representatives.

SAVE 6%

ARCH CAPE, Ore. (AP) Someone broke into a summer
home in Arch Cape on the north Oregon coast last week and
left a note signed "Patty Hearst."
The note read: "You have helped our movement. Thank
you. Patty Hearst."
Oregon state police and the FBI are calling the note a hoax.
Authorities say they have no reason to believe Patty Hearst
ever was in Arch Cape, south of Cannon Beach.
"I’m certain there’s absolutely nothing to it," said Id.
William Powell of the state police..
Officers said a friend of the Congers stopped in at their
belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Duncklee Conger of Portland in
the last six days.
Police said nothing was taken and it appeared that
whoever broke in just wanted a place to sleep and something
to eat.
Officers said a friend of the Congers stopped in at their
summer residence Monday to see if they were home. He
found the door ajar and the note on a table.

At Low Everyday Proces!
441

vention and was the . first
woman to set a "maternity

Join
the

Fun
Public Skating
Seven Days
a week
Beginner Lessons
for all ages

east ridge
ICE ARENA

Hours:
Tues-Fri

10-9

EASTRIDGE MAL LSAN JOSE

Sat

12-6

238-0440

Sun

10-5:30

Paramount Imports
455 Meridian Rd. San Jose

Between Sears and 280

Phone
286-9839
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Grumbling, growling Krazy George

SJSU has a character for all seasons
By Mike Lefkow
TURKEYS’
YOU
YOU’RE GONNA LOSE!"
The year is 1973 and all of a
sudden a drum starts
pounding and the 3,000
people crammed into the San
Jose Civic Auditorium start
shouting and cheering.
Fourteen Long Beach
State players look up to the
stands above and see a
balding blond-haired man
standing there. He’s dressed
in bermuda shorts, tennis
shoes, and a tee-shirt
proclaiming that SJSU is
number one.
In one hand he holds a
drum, in the other he holds a
stick, and he has the most
vicious face this side of Mean

Joe Greene flying the
friendly skies of United.
LBSU promptly loses the
basketball game, its undefeated record and its No. 3
national ranking.
Most of the happy fans feel
that Krazy "with a K, not a
C," George Henderson,
SJSU’s beloved cheerleader
is as responsible as the
players for the big upset by
the Spartan cagers.
Cheerleeading since 1968
Krazy George, who has
been plying his brand of
cheerleading since 1968, does
not take all the credit
however.
"The total reaction of the
crowd has the effect, not just
me," said the 30-year-old

Perspective

Grid coaches
roll the press
Steve Lopez
Football coaches are great for doing a whole lot of talking
and saying a whole lot of nothing. There seems to be a
universal golden rule that prohibits them from saying
anything of any consequence to reporters.
As if programmed, they all seem to insist on degrading
their own teams while heaping undeserved praise upon their
opponents.
This makes things difficult for sports writers and also for
readers, who have to drag through predictable, meaningless,
retarded quotes from the unrevealing, evasive culprits.
Coach Lefty Kanttell of the University of Idaknow
provides a typical example. Kanttell was interviewed
recently.
Reporter: Lefty, do you expect any surprises from Pigskin
State this weekend?
Kanttell: Pigskin State has a fine football team. We’re
expecting just about anything from them. They have a
rugged defense, excellent speed and their offensive line fires
out real well.
Pigskin State dropped
Reporter: Yes coach, but, er, uh
a 63-0 decision to Goalpost Tech last week. They’re now 013 this year and have a 34-game losing streak over the past
three years.
Kanttell: Which is exactly why we have to watch out for
them. They’re really gonna be fired up and hungry for their
first win. In fact, I’d say we’re at a disadvantage.
Reporter: But coach, the only thing they’re going to be
hungry for is the bus ride home after the game. Your team is
11-0 now and you’re ranked as high as the Pottstown Pipers.
Kanttell: Which is also to our disadvantage. Complacency
usually sets in and destroys a team after praise like that.
Reporter: Yes coach, I see. Now what about your 82-0 win
over the University of Gridland last week. There was no
complacency there.
Kanttell: Gridland has an excellent football team and some
outstanding personnel. I’d say we just got all the breaks and
were fortunate to capture the momentum.
Reporter: Momentum’? I’d say you captured a little more
than momentum. I hear they suffered from smoke
inhalation, and their defensive backs had third degree burns.
Your team outgained Gridland in total offense, 784 yards to
17. They had 20 yards passing and negative three rushing. I’d
say you took everything but their jocks. Weren’t you pleased.
Kanttell: i Nervously kicking several jock straps under his
desk ) Well I don’t know if I’d say I was pleased. I know we
can do better and I hope we’ll prove that next week.
Reporter: Speaking of next week, coach, what kind of an
attack do you plan to employ?
Kanttell: Well, we’ll run pretty much of a basic offense. We
plan to use six linemen, two receivers, two running backs and
a quarterback. We’ll also field 11 men on defense.
Reporter: Thanks for divulging, coach. And what do you
think about your quarterback, Alex Aerial. He’s now the No.
1 passer in the nation and has completely rewritten the
record books.
Kanttell: Alex is a fine gentleman both on and off the field.
He’s well liked by all the players and I’m sure he’ll improve
with each game.
Reporter: Would you care to offer your outlook on the
remaining games this season?
Kanttell: Yes, certainly. I’d say we have three games left.
Reporter: ( After lengthy pause ) Yes, and do you think
you’ll fare well.
Kanttell: Let’s just say I’d be happy with a win in any of the
three games.
Reporter: After Pigskin State you’ll meet Farkel State.
What do you think the Farkels have in store for you.
Kanttell: Farkel State is a definite powerhouse despite
having lost to the Milpitas Monarchs and the Sandlot Sissies
earlier this year. Our kids will know they’re in a football
game when we travel to Farkel.
Reporter: Lefty, you came out of nowhere and turned the
ldaknow State football program into a winning and well
respected one. At this point, what are your feelings about
your rise to prominence?
Kanttell: Actually I had very little to do with turning the
program around. We’ve got a great coaching staff and some
good kids here. And of course our trainer and equipment
manager have done well. It takes a total team effort and
we’ve had just that, from the athletic director right down to
the cheerleaders.
Reporter: In what way have the cheerleaders contributed?
Kanttell: Next question, please.
Reporter: Well, that’s it for now coach. I’ll talk to you after
the big game. Right now I’ve got to get this hot story printed.
Kanttell: Sure, anytime. Always willing to help out.
Reporter: &?0!$ (Expletive deleted.

cheerleader.
Henderson reminisced
about how he began his road
to fame and glory and
craziness.
"A friend of mine and I
started cheering in the
stands, doing wierd little
cheers," said Henderson,
who teaches at Buchser High
School in Santa Clara. "We
did it because the regular
cheerleaders did nothing."
Krazy George tried out for
cheerleader in 1969, made
the squad, and became head
’rah-rah’ in 1970.
"I would cheer in the
stands, while the others
stayed
cheerleaders )
together," he said.
Henderson admitted that
cheerleading is an ego trip.
Ego trip
"Sure, it’s a lot of ego, but
I like doing it," said the
electronics teacher. "I’m
doing something that nobody
else can do. I’m the best
cheerleader there ever
was."
George, who claims he is
basically shy but not
necessarily modest explained what makes him
successful
such
a
cheerleader.
"I never do a cheer over
three words. Fifty percent of
the crowd doesn’t go to every
game and won’t remember
long cheers," he said. "I
don’t smile and act happy
when we’re 30 points behind.
That’d be really dumb.
Instead I make faces and act
mad."
Anyone can cheer at a big
school with good teams. It is
much tougher to cheer for a
school that is losing," he
added.
Krazy George admits that
he has changed his style
somewhat, toning down,
believe it or not.
"I used to be in shape," he

’Kill, kill’, rages Krazy George
said, laughing. "It was more
me then. I did more physical
things like running upstairs.
I never stopped. Now if I run
up the stairs ( at Spartan
Stadium ) I can’t dos cheer."
"Instead I get in front of
different groups. I talk with
them, say wierd things,
drink with them. They see
your reactions and join in,"
said George.
Never smiles
"I never smile, I never say
it was a good yell. But I tell
them if they are not doing

READY FOR
WINTER?
ANTIFREEZE

SINCE 1936

PARKING
TIRES
TUNE UP
BATTERIES
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
78 S. 4th Close to SJSU Library

garage in San Jose, "and I
really like it, it’s a great
garage," he said, defensing
his humble abode against a
couple of students who
they
when
laughed
overheard George talking
about his home.
George came to SJSU in
1965 after three years at
Napa Junior College.
"I came to SJS mainly
of
the
ludo
because
program," said the black
belt in judo. "I was on the
team for five years but didn’t
always participate because
of grade problems."
Those grade problems
included, "flunking out the
first semester I was here and
spending a lot of time on
probation,

17 and 12 passes, respectively.
Tight ends Prager and
Moyneur have snagged 22
and 15 passes. respectively,
with Prager finding the end
zone six times with his
receptions.
The next question: Who or
what has accumulated 1,358
yards rushing?
Answer: The SJSU mini backs.
The mini -back tandem is
composed of 5-foot-9, 170pound Steve Bruce; 5-foot-8,
170-pound Walt Robinson:
arid 5 -foot -10, 190 -pound
Mary Stewart.
has
threesome
The
alternated at the’ tail back
position this year. Bruce has
banged his way for 473
yards, Robinson has scotted
384 yards and Stewart has
picked
"?.1.
Unlike 61e University of
rushed
which
Hawaii,
I pardon the expression ) for
negative eight yards against
SJSU Saturday, the minibacks have been able to find
the right direction.
Ekern leads
middle
defense,
On
linebacker Carl Ekern and
defensive end Dave Wasick
have accumulated the most
numbers.
Ekern has made 73
Canterbury captured its third straight intramural football
championship with an 8-7 overtime victory over Washburn unassisted tackles and 56
Hall last Friday at South Campus.
The game was tied 7-7 at the end of regulation play, so
each team was awarded four plays. The team that advanced
the farthest was then awarded one point and the game.
Washburn gained approximately 20 yards during their four
plays. Canterbury then completed a 22 yard pass on its first
of four plays, then sat on the ball in its next three plays for the
victory.
Washburn took a 7-0 lead in the first half on an 18 yard
touchdown pass form Bill Clarkson to Randy Cashion.
Canterbury tied it in the second half on a 30 yard TD pass
from Steve Ude to Allan Tolunaga.

It’s time to get out your
slide rule or calculator or
abacus or whatever you use
to decipher the maze of
football statistics.
The SJSU football team
has piled up enough numbers
this season to put several
adding machines and a few
of
out
mathmeticians
commission.
The first series of numbers
is 6-3-1. Now, with calculator
in hand, add them up and
your answer should read:
impressive season.
All of you who got 10 for an
answer are out of the game.
All who surmised that 6-3-1
means the Spartans are
enjoying one of their finest
seasons in a long while, can
continue.
Craig Kimball
The next series is 138-28619-14. It looks like a patent
number, and quarterback
Craig Kimball possesses the
exclusive rights. This series
adds up to: post -season
honor candidate.
Kimball, SJSU’s all time

leader in total offense and
passing, has completed 138
passes in 286 attempts.
Nineteen of those completions directly resulted in
touchdowns.
That means SJSU baseball
coach Gene Menges has to
surrender the previous chool
record of 16 TD passes which
he set way back in 1949, when
there were no calculators.
The people most often on
the receiving end of Kimball’s passes have been Mike
Hopkins, Dan Prager, Chris
Moyneur, Maurice Hill and
Ike McBee.
McBee, although having
missed the last three games,
heads the list with 33
receptions. McBee suffered
a knee injury in the San
Diego State game, but
hooked up with Kimball
enough early in the season to
be SJSU’s all time leading
receiver.
Active receivers
Wide receivers Hopkins
(McBee’s
Hill
arid
replacement ) have hauled in

"I’m single, I act single,
and I want everybody to
know I’m single. I want
dates
and
will
date
anybody," he concluded.
He wasn’t kidding:

apaCDEPLIJE9:’1,:f’‘T@Ik.F.’)
Chez Nous invites you to shop or sell
Handcrafted & commercial gifts for any budget
a limited number of consignment
70 E. San Fernando
contracts are available to local
10-4 (M -F)
cral tspeople.
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"I’m divorced, but I have
trouble convincing girls.
They
still
think
Fin
married," he said.

for SJSU students
- with this ad

assists. Wasick has popped
pads for 63 tackles and 50
assists.
Kicker Hon Ploger has
found the uprights 11 times
in 20 tries this season.

Canterbury captures

Henderson graduated in
1971, s(x years after he
started at SJSU and nine
years after he started
college.
"It was my nine-year
program of ’betterment-full’
time" he said cynically.
Once married
Krazy George has no kids
although he was married at
one time.

fl

Gridders’ maze of numbers
adds up to impressive slate
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Sit VA

good," he said with that
vicious laugh that has
become so famous at SJSU.
George, who hails from
Napa, "but not the state
hospital, like everyone
thinks," has become a
professional cheerleader for
the California Seals hockey
team and the San Jose
Earthquake soccer team.
ass
"It
something
cheering for the Earthquakes because they were
successful, both on the field
and in attendance. The Seals

will be a challenge. They
have 4,000 of the most loyal
fans, but that’s it. When
Boston comes to town there
will be 12,000 people at the
game since they are a good
team, but 8,000 will be
routing for the Bruins." he
said
Henderson, however, still
likes cheering at SJSU,
especially on the student
side.
"That’s the rowdy side.
and
drinking
There’s
everyone is having a good
ensaid
he
time,"
thusiastically.
On the road
Krazy George has tried his
luck at cheerleading hostile
crowds on the road during
his travels with SJSU, the
Seals, and the Earthquakes.
"The people in Boston
( soccer ) just loved it even
though we ( the Earthquakes) were ahead. And
when I went to Vancouver
( with the Seals ) I got the
crowd really yelling. Normally they just clap politely.
They are the most polite fans
I’ve ever seen," he laughed.
The longer Krazy George
talked the more enthusiastic
he became, talking quickly
in that high squeak that
comes from yelling at so
many athletic events. In that
squeak he described with
glee his cheerleading experiences in Hawaii.
"Hawwaiians are big
turkies, the biggest there
are," he said. "They are
really nice when they’re
team is ahead, but when they
lose..."
"Last year, when we
slaughtered Hawaii ( the
University of, 23-3l, oh that
was a great game," he
squealed in delight, making
a face, "they showered me
with 4,000 pieces of garbage.
Henderson now lives in a
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Ask for our Student Discount Card
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Coach- 20 years in hockey
By Bonnie Richardson
Leta Walter, who’s been
coaching field hockey at
SJSU for 20 years, has seen
women’s sports grow from a
few loosely -structured
"sports days" to the highly
competitive intercollegiate
program.
She has also gained a high
respect for field hockey.
"I never played the game
of hockey, never saw it
played until I came to
college," Walter said. She
first came to SJSU as a
student in 1946.
Then there was no intercollegiate program for
women. "We had an extramural type program," she
said, with teams taken from
intramurals "on an informal
basis," to play other Bay
Area schools.
Slow growth
"It’s been a slow growth
pattern toward the intercollegiate program as it is
now," she continued.
inThe
women’s
tercollegiate program has
begun growing rapidly with
its first budget and trainer
this fall.
There were no coaches for
each sport when Walter
began teaching at SJSU.
Then she worked with all
team sports.
This year she has an
assistant coach, Carolyn
Lewis, working with her on

hockey for the first time.
Having an assistant has
allowed her more time to
work with individuals and
more work on conditioning,
Walter said. Lewis sets up
the conditioning program for
the hockey players.
Likes hockey
Walter said she likes
hockey "because it is a game
that belongs to the players.
Once the game starts, the
players have to cope with
what is there."

well," she said.
Because of the general
expansion of women’s sports
in American colleges and
universities, SJSU’s field
hockey teams "have gotten
progressively better through
the years," Walter said.
With more time and
training in sports at the postsecondary level, better
coaches are produced for
high school and junior high
sports.
Some of Walter’s former

field hockey," Malone said,
adding, "I think the combination of her and Miss
Lewis...just
can’t
be
beaten."
The soft-spoken Walter has
been an outstanding field
hockey player, too.
Beginning on San Jose
State teams, Walter played
club hockey for over 15 years
with the Northern California
Field Hockey Association
( NCFHA
She has been on several

’It’s been a lot of fun’
There are no time outs in
field hockey to consult with
coaches and other players.
Also, substitutions are
allowed only in the case of
injury.
Coaching hockey is hard
work and takes a lot of time,
Walter said, but "it’s been a
lot of fun."
"It’s especially rewarding
when you see a team able to
put the game together and
know that they have gained
the true feeling of doing a job

are
students
hockey
coaching hockey in the Bay
Area, she said.
"It’s not just because I’ve
been doing a better job," she
explained. "It’s because the
girls come to us with a better
background."
Fine coach
According
to
Joyce
Malone, athletic director for
women at SJSU, Walter is
doing her job quite well.
"I don’t think that anyone
could ask for a finer coach of

NCFHA first and second
teams as well as Pacific
Southwest first and second
teams.
In 1965, Walter was on the
Pacific Southwest Touring
Team to Australia and New
Zealand.
"That’s the ultimate in
women’s hockey," she said.
"You’re housed with the
people (of other countries)."
Socializing with the opposing team members "is
traditional throughout

women’s hocke),’ Walter
said. "It’s a good people to
people program."
British traditions
Traditions handed down
from the British, who
brought women’s field
hockey to American schools,
include cheers before the
game for the opposing team,
greeting individual opponents, and providing
refreshments for the visiting
team.
AT SJSU refreshments are
on a cookies and punch level,
but the traditions are
followed. "We have to keep it
simple," Walter said.
One problem Walter has
had in coaching here is that
the best field hockey is
played on the East coast.
"You don’t have the ability
level here," she said, to use
sophisticated coaching
techniques and plays.
California field hockey has
"improved tremendously,"
Walter continued, largely
due to good high school
programs in the last five
years.
"This is a difficult game to
play," Walter said of hockey.
"Our main emphasis is to
play well. We seldom say go
out and win."
"The greatest thing that
can happen to you," she
continued, "is the feeling of
the total team playing well."

"Now listen here,

says coach Leta Walter (left)

Steve Garvey named
National League MVP

fourth in the balloting with dodgers with 137 and third
NEW YORK
Steve
Garvey of the Los Angeles 141 points. Next came out- baseman Mike Schmidt of
Dodgers, who lived out a fielder Jimmy Wynn of the the Philadelphia Phillies.
boyhood dream to become a
major league star, was
National
the
named
League’s Most Valuable
Player by the Baseball
Writers Association of
America Tuesday.
Garvey received 270 points
in balloting by a 24-man
panel of the BBWAA composed of two writers from
each of the National
League’s 12 cities. The
By Mike Romito
.i,nsuMiCks
combypreMheinCshivaeoebl
In collegiate athletics certain sports gain precedence over writers voted for 10 players
This first truly
book
with a first-place vote worth
others because of economic priorities.
up concisely and entertainingly the story of
According to cross country coach Don Riggs, SJSU has 14 points, second place nine,
kung fu:’ Publishers Weekly. Included are
been concentrating on the Spartan track season rather than third place eight, etc.
about 500 sayings, many never before
Garvey, the Dodgers’ first
cross country.
published in the Western world. "For those
And that could be one reason for the &twice team’s baseman, won by a comwishing to get a glimpse of what lies beyond
fortable margin over basedisappointing 1-5 record this season.
Kirkus Reviews
the picture tube."
"There’s no question that we have a better track team than stealing king Lou Brock of
the St. Louis Cardinals, who
cross country team," said Riggs.
WILLIAM MORROW.
"When I first came to SJSU, they told me to build up the finished second with 233
105 Madison Avenue
points. Mike Marshall, the
track team, and we did."
New Vora. N Y 10016
The track team went on to win the PCAA last season, and Dodgers’ relief ace who won
$4.95
Please send me
copes of The W,seom of Kong Fu
are headed for an equally successful track season this year. the National League Cy
total
money order for $
check
ea I enclose
"When we recruit runners, we recruit them with the idea Young award last week, was
Name
third with 146 points.
that they may also help our track team," said Riggs.
Address
Catcher Johnny Bench of
Most, if not all of the cross country runners on this season’s
team are three mile runners and this puts them at a disad- the Cincinnati Reds, a twoState
City.
vantage against colleges who specialize in six mile courses. time former MVP, was
There have been individual accomplishments by a few
runners, namely Marc Genet and Dan Gruber.
The two have combined for three first place finishes this
STUDENT RATES
season all in record time.
Mark Schilling, who could have helped the team
on
significantly, was red.shirted from cross country to conreconditioned typenew
and
1.
sales
of
centrate on track.
writers, calculators, and adding
"We’ve got a few very fine runners, but you can’t just win
two guys," said Riggs.
machines.
"Genet has proven he can run with the best," Riggs
2. expert servicing.
beat
the
mentioned. "And Gruber has already proven he can
3. ribbons for any typewriter.
best."
Gruber won the Fresno Invitational earlier this season
against Pacific Coast Athletic Association teams Fresno
COM"iti
State and Long Beach State.
The Spartans will return to the same six -mile Fresno
course for the PCAA championships at 11 a.m. on Saturday.
"Now that our track program is doing well, we can start
working to improve our cross country team," said Riggs.
71 E. San Fernando
411TP
Although the Spartans may lack scoring as a team, SJSU
M -F ; 8:30-5:00
may surprise some people with some individual efforts when
294-2091
the PCAA race is finished.

The Wisdom of

Priorities weaken

NG FU

distance runners

Lynn Vidali of SJSU ’flies’ to finish line

Aqua gals point towards
Nor-Cal championships
By Bonnie Richardson
In their next to last swim meet of the
season today, SJSU’s aquagals will be
going all out to qualify for competition in the
Northern California championships.
Both today’s 3 p.m. meet against
Sacramento State and the Dec. 6-7
championships will be held in SJSU’s
women’s pool.
"The girls are going to be trying for the
events they haven’t qualified in yet," said
coach Jane Koivisto.
The only other chance to qualify will be at
San Francisco State Tuesday, against SJSU
and Humboldt State.
"Between those two meets I have to try to
swim them in everything they haven’t
qualified in yet and still beat Sacramento,"
Koivisto continued.
Koivisto said winning the San Francisco
meet shouldn’t be a problem.
Lynn Vidali, Patti Jorgensen and Linda
Robbins have already qualified for individual events at the Northern California
meet as well as for the national meet to be
held this spring.
Vidali, a former Olympian, is SJSU’s top
woman swimmer. She has won every individual event she’s swam in for San Jose so
far this season.
Also qualified for individual events in the
Northern California meet are Martha
Shook, Francie Adams, Clare Shemeta and
Laura Fritz.
Still trying to qualify are Rodi Shemeta,
Pat Rigley, Sharon Slocum and Valerie

Scott.
"We’re going to make sure they swim
relays," Koivisto said, since the relay races
at the championships don’t require
qualifying to enter.
Koivisto said she will need her entire team
to swim Dec. 6 and 7 because she wants San
Jose to take third place. Placing third will
be difficult against the larger teams.
Jorgensen, Claire Shemeta, Fritz, Robbins, Shook and Vadali swam on recordbreaking relay teams at the Northern
California relays Oct. 26.
The San Jose swimmers set two new
Northern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference records in the 400 freestyle relay
and the 200 freestyle relay.
SJSU took third in the Oct. 26 meet with
everyone on the 11 -member team swimming
in the finals.
U.C. Davis won the relays, Stanford took
second and Fresno State tied with San Jose.
In regular meets this season, the aquagals
have outswam University of the Pacific,
Santa Clara University, Chico State,
Hayward State and U.C. Berkeley.
The SJSU team was defeated by Fresno,
Davis, and Stanford, for a total win-loss
record so far of 5-3.
Judging by the season record, San Jose
will be battling Fresno for third place at the
championships.
Koivisto, who is confident about today’s
meet, said, "We should win, but it should be
close."
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LA PLAZITA
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Now that you have tried our food, we are
Continuing our special by popular demand
If you haven’t tried our food, now is
the turns to do so at a savings. We are
open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner on
Mon.-Thurs. 7e.m.ap.m. Fri. -Sat. 7a.m
12p.m. and Sun. 9a.m.-9p.m.

:Valuable Coupon

Come try us!

La Plazita
998.9199
89 E. San Ferns do (between 2nd & 3rd sts.)

: Two enchiladas
with rice and beans
! Good until Nov. 20, ’74
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Presented by Associated Students Social Awareness Series, Economic
Students Association, and Experimental College.

IN SUPPORT OF THE FIRED RADICAL ECONOMIC PROFESSORS
AND SJSU’ S DISENFRANCHISED ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

"WORLD ECONOMY IN THE 70’s LECTURES"
BOB

PAUL

SCHEER

SWEEZY

WED.NOV,13,12:30 pm,

Thurs, Nov. 14, 12:30 pm

UMNHUM RM. STUDENT UNION

Science 112

Scheer has recently completed a book
published by McGraw Hill entitled
"America After Nixon". Editor in Chief
of Ramperts Magazine during its muckraking heyday from 1964 to 1969.

Will speak on "China, The U.S. and
the World Situation" Professor Paul
Sweezy is a world renowned radical
theoritican. He is the editor of
"Monthly Review and author of
many books on the U.S. economy
and current economic problems.
Professor Sweezy has just returned
from a two month trip to China.
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Sex discrimination a ’a reality’ at SJSU

LI

By Sae Melleasen
"We recommend that the
arlintatstra lion ref:owner
Sot discrunmatem based on
see is a reahty at SJSU and
deserves corrective action
This recommendation was
mode by the Committee oil
Professional Concerns of
Women atter it researched
Se ’Surrey on the Status or
Women at SJSU"
Dr Catherine Bleck’,
prof essor
of
moisten*
Baglish and 13r Karen
is
lecturer
linden,
himanities, sent out the
questionawes last October.
compiled the infermatice
and recommendations and
published anti distributed the
booklet this October
Stains :interned
sending
Atter
erpestonaires to all faculty
amid staff women who had
merited at least site semester
here and to a random sample
id women students, the
discovered
committee
-Women are concerned
about their status at S.ISL: "
Some 94 per cent of the
staff and 65 per cent of the
taroks women returned the
questionaires while 41 per
tent of the women students
0responded
overwhelming
This
Response to the setae), the
Furst of its kind at SOSIO
suggests that women want to
de something about their
sbtus here, Border. sad
More than three-fourths of
faculty
women
the
respondents
said
iscomination based on sex
as either a major or an ecirasional problem at cam0015
Hiring doe
The part in the survey
Ilan looks the poorest for the
adminestratioc is the table
bat shows some departments are slow in hiring and
promoting women and some
departments seem to have
made no. effort to make
promotions for women.
11Becki said
Four-fifths of the staff
women respondents saie
their jobs but
reguardild the pers,.,nne.
lice as unrespon.sere’’
about job reclassification
and promotion
This survey shows hard
evidence of the feet that
there are many women on
campus unhappy about
many things. The President
mid people in positions of
authority wanted the data
awl nose we have it: explained Beverly Wial:er
secretary to the clew of
mdergraciaate Audits.
Not an unhappy
Samuel Wine), personnel
wificer of staff persorusei_
mid he did not feel the entire

staff is =haws with Use
pereorinei office.
Many
are
unhappy
became of their enmethate
supervisors," he contended
In response to the evidence
in the survey that there are
feme. of inequities in du
staff
illeioto said
"ler nut trying to inealidate
the surer,. but I think the
committee had a:ready
decided who they were
einkeig for before they Mewl
It..
One persons items
Milsoito adied that he felt
the comments in the survey
were representatrie of ere
persan and not necessarily
the entire staff
Eighty-two per cent of the
women student respundenta
said the saliversity should
prwride chikleare facilities
for those who need d and 69
per cent expresaed concern
for more protector against
rape at SJSU.
Faculty. staff or students
should not be deprived at the
opportunity to go to school or
Dr. Karen
work becuase there are no
facilities for child care corning Co borden
An average department is
available There would to a
variety of types of child care one in %mum neither into
for those who can pay and males nor only females are
attracted to. she added.
those who carrict pay
The departments were not
suggested Jan McGinnis
part-time student and part- named because instead of
time cierea: assistant in the lust looking at the statistics.
office of systems and data people would no attacking or
eefending
-eel% ideal
coordination.
he other sun ee taken here departr.ents.
"We jest wanted to show
has gotten at the feetings of
the women facuky, staff and that discrimination
is
students on this campus, cernrner. in the departments. Borden said.
Beeler. said
According to the survey
No discrimination rum
w -oh we has: the aata to there were id men faculty
prove that there artmlls is members and five women
members
in
disc eenreation on this facultY
campus. Since we ceuldn’t Department S. in 1966-1161.3.
get the data, we steelier. the By the t971-1971 period the
number of male faculty
feei.li’lgS 11 the vernen er
ex- re.emters increased by 24
[elect].
campus,eel the eurnber of female
piamett.
Because the personnel faculty members increased
office would not release the es one.
Raindrops
1:-e:rinatien
ate:et the
As departments grow
faculty to the cerreruttee.
Blecie said the unrversity larger, the nurr.her of male
ea:Orioles were the source faculty increases, thereby
of adornment
redwing the ratio of
There might be }1.1Si a women to men." according
sleent Ereer fsc tearnpie ,f to ex:elusions se tee sieve/.
Ore department has been
ace facede therdeer were
omitted Oen-r, the cataicgue ,:haired by a woman dermit
for scene era-sore she added the past ei .ears, even
worrier
are
When examining the tecogn
catacgaes. the serrerietee represented on the faculty of
department,
the
checked the rank and sex of each
the tenure-track faculty in cornmenee discovered
In the 1972-1974 period
seven eepartments.
With the sex of tee Departmeet A had N male
seven departments sib the fail professors and two
sex of the department eemale fell iweiessers.
Vieth. this eisderes the
chasrpersais over a Ito-year
premoreer. cormeenee :mould
persad also being noted.
So as not to skew the be more aware of the need to
results, -average- depart- promote more women.
ments were chosen from the Blecki pointed out
based so feeling
scnoois ii Seciai Science and
Even thoeue the etaft part
Humanities and Arts. ac-

iitiona&

and clerical worker is sometimes
reclassification
procrionon." Borden urged. underpaid. Waller indicated
Job inequities
The whole process of
The Staff Personnel Office promotion
should
be
prints a list of lob vacancies upgraded The opportunity
and Waller pointed out from should be there when a
this list inequities in hiring
person demonstrates the
For the position of
Waller recomcustodian, which earns from mended.
1616 to $74/1 a month, an
-We’ll make some efforts.
eighth-grade education is We can try to reclassify
required.
where ever possible. But we
iM the same 1.1St was a job have a responsibility to the
opening for a Clerical state We can’t Just give the
Assistant It, which earns state’s money
away
from $561 to $602 a month. Milioto responed.
This job usually requires
He added that many of the
some college experience people need to be trained for
because it requires working higher positions and
we
with the students" Waller don’t have a training ofexplained.
f icer.
’Many secretaries are not
Otileteare wasted
just doing typing. They are
E:ven though, according to
policies, the survey. 117 per cent of the
interpreting
gathering information for student respondents said
reports and preparing they do not need child care
responses for their bosses. facilities, 82 per cent said
This ability is recognized by there should be some
our immediate supervisors provided.
but not by the personnel
-There should be a variety
if
office.- noted Waller, staff of types of child care to
member at SJSU for 14 answer a variety of needs
Borden
years.
explained McGinnis, who
workers underpaid
of the survey is based on
has three children.
-Women shouldn’t be put
"It would help if I wanted
feeling. not fact, 51 per cent
of
the
staff
women in the position where the?, to go to the librars at night or
respondents said they feel haye to be ideper.dent on a on the wekencts," she said.
The need for child care
sex discruninaticr, is either a man." Because the feeling
major or an occasional seems to be that the women’s fecilities is there for the
problem on this campus, income is supplemental to middle-class suburban
the family income, the woman who has a husband
according to the survey.
If the personnel office has
X number of dollars for a
junior analyst position, et can
Register i’low or 3ecernber or Fehruary LS.4 r
either reclassify a qualified
Review Lourse
staff member or hire a new
MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE
person for the position.
Instruction in exam-taking techniques used
It is the feeling" persoonel would rather hire a
successfully by California pre-law students
man with a degree than
Taught in Berkeley and San Francisco by
consider secretarial exPracticing lawyers, Cost O85.00
perience for the position.
Course tor liec. 7 LSA warts Nov. 20
for Feb. 8 LSAT starts Jen. 22
Course
Borden expiained.
Ca//f475) 254-1C45
The adirurestr-atoo needs
for complete information or
to examine a lot of staff
illfrite.R 0 Box 54, OrIncb, CA 94563
inequities
regarding

"A diamond is like money.
RS money anywhere and
everywhere in the world. said F. Karl Schcenborn,
grvision rice president of
Tiffany’s
Schoenborn, in a eecent
iaterview, said business
was op 15 per cent at Tiffany
Mores in San Eraixocc and
Beverly Hills.
’Gold chains are certainty
lash tone b le ,
but
the
necklaces we are selling
today are not being bought
as decorative ornaments,
bil as itivesbnents.The buyers are interested
be weight, not akar sal carats
bit in ounces.Krakower,
Arthur
president oi Shreve ’s,
agreed. I guess it’s the need
In (eel secure_ Remember
Nut in 1911 gad was seiling
for about $50 and wince and
mow it’s bobbing op around
MUhis
said
Krakower
bnsiness is up 50 per clot
imer last year as customers
gold
heavy
purchase
bracelets and Kli mid pieces
nornmouled by wreathes of
domande
"What is so eetraordmary
is thiel the sales are ramose
wolastanbaLly higher than

last year despite the inflationary spiral,- he said
We can may presume that
people are putting their
mores into tangibles that
will not decrease m value.
Last week Stu-eves advertised a COO necklace
consisting of a tiny gold bar
seeme on a gold ctsaire
Within a few hours. said
Krakower, ali of them had
been sold
Schoenborn said a brilliant

le-cirat Jtamend ring
priced at 124.206 is the
Largest stone at Tiffiny’s,
Thi.it we ,:an get a Larger OM
within 24 hone from New
York."
Karkew er said an sovestment banter recently
purchased a $13.991 loose
diamond to take abroad with
and another fleaneeer
two
bought
diamonds
because they were so
"portable."

6th ANNUAL
ALL-CAMPUS
BOWLING TOURNAMENT
Friday, Nov. 15
Seewnes gime Oen,
5-gaivies semehinais
Friday. Nov. 22
5-mene fouls
F we S2_56

insufficient protection (
(=muse" Bleck! reveal,’
The committee rectal.
mends the measures tak
on campus to protect agai
rape be intensified.
-This survey is a fine fir
step in representing t
status of women on campu
But the results should
made known so mor
pressure will be put on thgt
administration in problem
areas." McGinnis suggestee
The survey was funded ter
President John H. Bunzel
Dean James M. Sawres sit
Dean Robert S. Martin 1I
funds provided for the
publication of SOO
which are sent to
ininistrators. deans e
department
charperee.-

7, 15,or?
For seven years College Student
Insurance Service (CSIS), through
its 15 California agency offices,
has provided students with special
low cost auto and motorcycle
insurance. Our rates are as low
as possible, honest and no
student is refused. For a nohassle quote, call or drop-in,
c mmicaumspus
we’re only a block froap

PRE-LAW STUDENTS

CSIIS

Insurance
Service
’ 4414 South 3rd St
259.4681
5.

_

-45 Cqf"-

VVIDE- SCREEN

All that glitters isn’t
such a bad investment
FRANSISCO AP -’
The business in baubles and
bangles is booming, sa2.
three exclusive jewelers
whose customers are lookmg
her glittering gold and
ibarnond hedges against

that earns enough =ay to
send his wife to school but
riot enough to pae. ter child
care. McGinnis explained.
Even though it will be
difficult and take a lot of
time to solve the problem of
discrimination
in
employment, the two issues of
child care facilities and rape
protection are relatively
easy to solve. Bleck’
suggested
Rape Protected’ Wanted
The faculty and staff were
about
not
questioned
protection against rape on
campus. However. Bleck’
women
that
indicated
faculty and staff have expressed concern for the
problem.
"Many women won’t teach
night classes because of

MULTI- MEDIA
VVIZARORY

...an experience you’ll never forget!
Through multiple imager, and rock music, explore berond death
into the unnatural spirit realm... The coffin holds the corpse,
but who holds the spirit? ... eSill rou learn how to escape
the death-trap?
71e7"--

.7
11_

Wectneo
11:30
11:30
Student

novembge 13
1 . 30

7 : 30 pm.

Ulu. on, 6ailtoorry

ti & S -ups .t+ t’ne Des
tuaetT Union Games Area 277-3
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Nuclear power safety
systems questioned
By Dennis Matthews
One pound of plutonium,
the waste product derived
from nuclear power plants,
can create literally billions
of cases of lung cancer if
allowed to escape into the
atmosphere, according to
Dwight Cocke, regional
director for a nuclear
safeguards initiative.
Cocke spoke to about 50
students last Thursday in the
S.U. Umunhum Room after
showing a film, "Energy:
The Nuclear Alternative."
He was invited to speak at
SJSU by the Environmental
Studies Department.
The initiative, which will
be ci-culating around SJSU
within the next two weeks, is
an effort to force the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC)
to publically demonstrate
the effectiveness of the
safety and emergency
systems used by nuclear
power plants.
Cocke, who hopes to get

the initiative on the June,
1976 ballot, reiterated some
of the points made in the film
concerning the potential
dangers of nuclear energy.
that
explained
He
plutonium, the most toxic
element known to man, is
present in the waste
must which
material
periodically be taken out of
and
plants
nuclear
transported to underground
storage areas.
"These storage areas are
often hundreds of miles away
from the nuclear power
plants, and transportation
represent
a
accidents
serious problem,- Cocke
said.
There are 50 nuclear
reactors producing commercial electric power in the
United States at this writing,
and all are confronted with
the problem of plutonium
waste.
"Plutonium must be
kept underground and out of

the enrironment for a half
million years before it will no
longer be threatening," the
former actor and social
worker from San Francisco
said.
Cocke said he was not
satisfied with the AEC so far.
"The AEC has suppressed
negative reports about
nuclear energy plants in
order to keep the public
unaware of the dangers,"
Cocke claimed.
"It should be understood
that everything I’m saying
can be disputed," he said.
"There are experts in the
field (nuclear energy) who
claim the chance for an
accident is one in a million,"
Cocke stated.
One thing most people do
agree on, however, is the
issue of nuclear terrorism.
"Even the experts have to
agree that it would be entirely possible for a group
with some expertise to build
a crude nuclear device," he

Fantasy Faire craftsmen
will be judged Sunday
Is

St
ie

Judging of artworks for
the Fifth Annual Fantasy
Faire will take place Sunday
in the S.U. Umunhum Room,
The Fantasy Faire will be
held Dec. 2-13 in the Student
Union.
Interested artists from the

campus community may
bring four or five articles
representative of what they
will sell at the faire, according to Carl Foster,
president of Student Community
Involvement
Program, sponsors of the

’Summer’ smog still
drapes over area
Even though the heat
waves of summer are over,
San Jose is still being inflicted with high levels of air
pollution.
Monday, air pollution was
"significant" according to a
spokesman for the Bay Area
Pollution Control District
(BAPCD).

Although official warnings
were not posted, "There was
impaired visibility at lower
levels," according to that
spokesman.
Heavy levels of air
pollution were expected for
yesterday, although no, ofwere
ficial
readings
available before press time.

faire.
According to Foster,
judging will take place
between 1-4 p.m. After 4 p.m.
artists may pick-up their
articles.
"The judging," said
Foster, "is based on quality
originality, diversity and
price."
"We try to keep things
within the price range of the
students," he added.
Foster said that judging is
done to maintain a high
quality of articles. All items
in the faire must be hand
crafted.
Proceeds from the faire,
Foster said, will go to
supplement the budfets of
the SJSU Children’s ’Center
and the Community of
Communities mental health
program.

ROTC may challenge

campus to new sport
students may be able
to compete with Army ROTC
cadets next semester in longdistance racing according to
Capt. James Barbara, Army
ROTC faculty advisor.
"Plans are underway in
our department to wet up
this sport (called orienteering) by September said
Barbara.
"Students will be able to
join cadets as they combine
map
coordinates
and
compass readings to make
their way through unfamiliar terrain (dense
woods, open fields or desert
dunes)" he said.
The idea of the competition
is for the contestants to
make decisions literally on
the run over unknown land.
Their naviagation aids,
such as pre-marked maps,
guide them while they locate
a series of hidden "control
points.
At each control point, the
runners get a special mark
punched on their score cards
to prove they reached the
locations.
"The courses vary in
difficulty according to the
skills of the competitors,"
Barbara said.
Novice races are run over
distances of one or two
Experienced
miles.
’orienteers’ compete on
complex
more
longer,
courses, he explained.
"There are two types of
races," said Barbara. "The
first, called a modified line
course, is very simple. The
cadets are given one point
for each of the four control
points they reach."
"They are given 90
minutes to complete the
course but we’re not really
concerned with how fast they
go," he said. "We just want
to see how well they do as far
as locating the points and
getting to them."
The second type of race
according to Barbara. is
score
modified
called
SJSU

orienteeering, which is also
run in about 90 minutes.
"This is based on scoring
with the idea being for
everyone to come in at the
same time. There may be a
maximum of 100 points, for
instance, with each control
point being worth a certain
amount," he said.
Cadets would look at their
maps and figure the best
course to take to reach the
points worth the most, and
then plot their routes. They
may only be able to reach 15
control points in the alloted
amount of time, so they must
figure out how to reach the
stations with the most points
first.
Easy points, like along the
road, are worth the least and
ones that are up on a hill, for
instance, are worth more."
Although orienteering did

not originate in the Army,
ROTC has decided to have its
cadets participate in the
sport because it serves as a
"valuable" training aid, said
Brostrom.
For the non-ROTC student,
Keller said orienteering
offers the chance to improve
coordination and to compete
with others interested in this
sport.
"Orienteering has been
popular in Europe and in the
eastern states of the United
States, for many years, and
it is just now becoming
popular in the West, said
Keller.
If it’s as successful here as
in the East, the Army ROTC
will be introducing it on
many other college and
university campuses soon,"
he explained.

2 year program
offered by Army
SJSU students who have
completed their sophomore
year are now eligible for the
advanced Army ROTC
course if they first attend a
six-week summer camp at
Fort Knox, Kent., according
to Col. Glen A. Hill, SJSU
military
professor
of
science.
He explained that students
who have not taken the basic
freshman and sophomore
ROTC courses may qualify
for advanced standing by
attending the session.
"The ROTC Basic Camp
emphasizes leadership
development," Hill said.. "It
is designed to bring the
student to a level of military
training which will qualify
him for enrollment in the
Advanced Course Senior
program.
have
who
"Students

successfully
completed
ether the basic course or the
basic camp are eligible for
the advanced course," according to Hill.
At the summer camp,
students receive instruction
in drill, tactics, history of the
military, weapons, communication and leadership
techniques.
Students will be paid
approximately $400 for the
six weeks of training as well
as free room and board and
reimbursement for transporation to and from Fort
Knox, Hill said.
If
they
successfully
complete the accelerated
summer program and are
admitted to the advanced
course, they will receive
an allowance of $100 a month
for up to ten months of the
school year, Hill said.

2 reprimanded cops
file suit against S.F.

Alltismc

Dwight Cocke
noted.
"If such a group wasn’t
able to construct a bomb,
they could still expose the
material
( which
is
radioactive) and cause
considerable
damage,"

Cocke said.
Cocke said he hopes the
Initiative will bring the
dangers of nuclear power
plants to the public light by
forcing the AEC to expose
the facts.

written reprimands from
their records that might
jeopardize their careers.
Byrd, a 13-year department veteran and president
of Officers for Justice, a
group of minority policemen
that joined in he suit, said he
received
an
official
reprimand on Oct. 10 from
Chief Donald Scott for
statements he made during
the investigation of the
Zebra murders.
Byrd said Scott told him he
had violated department
rules "when you accused the
department and many of its

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Two minortygrouppolicemen
sued the police department,
claiming they were unfairly
reprimanded for speaking
out against what they condiered police brutality.
The suit was filed in U.S.
District Court here by Jesse
Byrd, a Black patrolman
who criticized the department’s
stop-and -search
tactics of Black men during
last April’s Operation Zebra
manhunt, and Art Tapia, a
Mexican-American
patrolman who spoke aout against
police treatment of Latinos
during
a
February
distrubance at Delores Park.
The men criticized the
department while they were
off duty and out of uniform.
The two men want the
court to find the department’s
actions
unconsitutional in trying to
prevent them for making
public statements to the
press.
They also seek to force the
department to expunge any

members of using gestapolike tactics during the Zebra
manhunt!’

Major Oil Co.

GAS
Regular 49.9
53.9

Ethyl

OPEN
6.00 P.M
8:00 A.M

PURITAN
OIL CO.
So.

ev104

4th & E. WililaMS
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EllACN & WHITE
DEVELOPING & PRINTING
KEIDACHROME MOVIES & SLICES

St’,7

111111%
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California’s Oldest Camera Shop

/1)

2.1
174,
friek-

C.

4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
665 lit DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
I 084 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

99 N REDWOOD AVE
479 UNIVERSITY AVE

SAN JOSE
PALO ALTO

E----CIASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Early Graduation sound Appealing?
Check Out January Session courses
for those extra units.
Is demonic possession your thing? Try
Anthro 106. Features f.rewalking,
shamanism, whotchcraft and much
more.
Friday Flicks presents "Silly Jack"
stars Tom Laughlin & Delores
Taylor Bill Jack is a halt -breed
Indian teaching in a freedom school,
inc.
In sequence, an authentic
indin
rattlesnake ceremony,
honesty & integrity, This Friday 15
at Mor. Dailey,? & 10p m. by A Phi

o.

kinds.
Sandwiches -all
Sprout
HERO’S 89 cents We accept food
stamps 126 E San Salvador town
3rd & 4th Sts
Future CPA’s Learn How to Prepare
for the CPA Exam Becker CPA
Review Course Calf collect 14151
781.1095 or 1408 2514646
5

and 10 cent CarnivI-The
Recreation Classes at S. I.S.U. are
sponsoring an all campus CAR
NIVAL to be held on Wednesday.
Nov 70. at 7th and San Carlos from
10 a m to 2 p m All proceeds from
the carnival will be donated to
charity COME ONE, COME ALL

24 year old JuniOr Seeks live in post
position with faculty member or
grad student Call Florence 251 1711
The Christian Science Organization
meets 7 30 p.m Thursdays in the
Student chapel between the gyms
Everyone is welcome!
The Ideal Gift. The Profit by R Berk
man Spartan Books 51 95
Project 75 l Program to increase
minority enrollment in mectschooll
is sponsoring a tutorial program for
college science subjects at S J.S.0
For further onformation call 277
3105
SO per cent Discount on All Jewelery in
cur 48 page catalog featuring over
150 creations of fashion jewelers
ongS watches pendants pies
links
tacs cult
earr mos tie
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZ ER by sending 25 cents for
postage and handling to unique
industries. Box 11275 Cupertino. CA
95014
One M
ingM
meet type
person to lOin with 2 motor types to
WM anew small co. We have super.
new prOducts. Can Mike ’116 3511
at
classes
Pallet College age
Euirmia School of Ballet Essential
’technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small classes,
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241 1300
Unw
Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
.2180 Lincoln
Phone 265 1440 1 9p
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary Apply for
nobs at State and Federal Praks,
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts.
private camps. Learn How. When,
Where to apply Receive over MO
California names and addresses
Send 52.00 to J 0 B . P 0 Box 70e,
Monterey. CA 93940
intaglio Press Wanted
Cullalters 30P in
984 5827
Rent a TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service Esche’s 251 2596

FOR SALE
MERTJUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
f t high cannabis piano
identical reproductoon
Guaranteed super </oft
1360 number with your tree
514 95 incl free poste
--French Mini Motorbike White Sole.
1000-Practically New -so light you
can use it as a regular bike 295 3872
Soling..
WaterOWIS by Viking
Heaters
Liners
Main iisses
1,11111, sheets Matt Pads. 1086
W San Carlos. 397 0350
newest
Jose’s
-San
waterbed company -experience the
cornfOrts and pleasures of a tropical
island right in your Own bedroom
Operated by fellow students
Islander Waterbeds. 1528 W San
Carlos lSbtkS west of Sears) 293
5212

-large variety
Flocked velvet P
sass each New summer king size
tapestries 56.95 Incense pack of 25
for SO cents eeeee variety of pat.
ches Iron on transfers. Imported
walking canes from India. Pipes and
parphanaloas. Strobe lights. Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. 80 E. San Fernando
St
.iicyciesi Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs if your
interest is in racing bikes, there is a
wide selection to choose than,
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
C011ection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs. All
major parts for bikes are available
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs 3937097
1188 E Williams Si CA
Downtown
Under new
managrnent Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and ac
cessories. Check our prices? Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds. 416 W San Carlos St.,
207 2000
oldest
Jose’s
Wat
- San
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories. Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty. Yin Yang Waterbeds.
Locations in San Jose. Campbell,
Santa Clara, Mountain View. and
Morgan Hill Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 S 7th St. at Tully
Road, 996 5660
Wedding Photography. Gentle all
Natural color. photography kw your
wedding YOt, keep all phOtS taken
plus the original negatives land a
free, white embossed album Budget
oroced tor highest guai.ty work
Please call for details Photography
by Dale Maggio 292 2001 evenings

Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 265 WO 1 9p m .2180 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary Apply for
lobs at Slate and Federal Parks.
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts.
private camps. Learn How, When.
Where to apply Receive over 700
cahtorn,a names and addresses
Send 52 00 to .1 0 B
P 0 Box 708,
Monterey, CA 93940

Oryclean B
, bring this ad 2
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE -limited
offer ends Nov. 313 Sorry limit 2
Pants per week.
25 cents each you do it DRYCLEAN.
Pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses oncl. Most bring this ad -NO
LIMIT
52.00 Pants Special, pants longer or
shorter if you knew the inseam
measure needed 1 day ServiCit
Must bring this ad -NO LIMIT Tailor on duty KELLEY & LOUISE
CLEANERS, Santa Clara St at 12th
St
Typing term papers, theses. etc
experienced and last Phone 269
867s

tonal Typist
IBM Selectric, 867 7309 eves
Prof. Typing. Term papers, reports,
Theses, en? IBM Selectric with
Greek symbols, script. rev type 13
years cop Phone 925.0749

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
dyes everything a florist does at ’?
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years 01
satisfied customers. Phone 996.1252
for free estimate

Curtain Up. Light the lights January
Session debuts in 1975 starring more
than 75 courses

Cycle Helmet Acc, Sale?
10 per cent disc on brand name
helmets & acc with this ad thru
Dec. 9. 1974. House of Honda 2478 E
El Camino, Mt View. 941 1177
Journeyman Mechanic woi save you S
on auto repairs Maoor repairs on.
F coreonn cars Minor only On,
American cars Ex. OW tune UP 525
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 195 3771

Club CoTid
San Jose Rost
Beautiful building, great location.
private parking. linen & maid
service. color TV Ping pang, kit.
chin facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano, free Continental break
fast. 679 50 share, 015950 single 202
S. 11th St Phone 193.7374
Room with Kit env Quiet Non
smoker only 5 blks to SJSU 575 mo
287 3125 or 734 2241 eel 370
Mother Oiscons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities. color
1 V 8. maid service S19 50 share,
526 50 single. weekly 112 N 0th St
Phone 293 6345

2.00

2,25

2.40

2.50

.35

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

35

a.

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

.50

.50

.50

Minimum 19Cc. line, One Day

) Help Wanted
) Housing
(I Lost and F mond

Promote Ecology-Buy recycled tires.
tread
lotetione
with
Recaps
warranty -Only 5919. Radial recaps
514.99 Installation available. 3785690

TRAVEL
Europe Isra Africa
Student flights all year round
CONTACT ISCA, 11687 San V ncente
Blvd No. 4, L A. Calif 90049
Tel 1213/ 836 5669, 026.0955
Hawan-New Vert --Europe Student
I 0 and Hostel Card -rail passesintro European flights Free travel
into Contact Student Services West,
235 E Santa Clara No 710, San Jose,
CA, 95113, 14011) 207-0301.

Jobs Australia, EurOpe, S
America, Af r Ica
Students all
professions and occupations 1.7011 to
13000 monthly Expenses paid.
Overtime. sightseeing, Free in.
formation.
TRANS
WORLD
RESEARCH CO. Dept. A-1, P.O.
Boa 603. Corte Madera, CA 94925.

Driving to Mexico City before Dec. 1.
Room for 2 or 3 people to share
expenses 3567013 after 6,00 p.m.

ENTER tAIN

rt iT

Friday FlockS presents
loch"
stars Tom Laughlin & Deoores
Taylor Bill Jack is a halt breed
Indian teaching in a freedom school.
int Karate sequence, an authentic
ondian rattlesnake ceremony,
honesty A integrity, ThiS Friday 15
at Mon Dailey, 25 10 p.m by A Phi
o.

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces tOr each line)

Each addlt
loyal day

2.00

Global Auto Body -All Types of Body
Work SATISFACTION GUARAN
TEED Low rates for students. 270
Martha St . S j. Phone: 2801109

CLASSIFIED
AD!

San
House
,
Near CentennLI Hall 6 Library
Parking, color T V . Kitchen
privileges. linen & maid service.
569 50share, 0119 50single 737 E San
Fernando Phone 193 7374

*1.50

CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH
Skilled mechanic specoalizing In
Foreign Economy & Sport ewe
Tuneup repair I. front end align
me4o1 OW Sal Bring thls ad for
discount 297,3400 796 N. 13 51,

SELL
IT
WITH
A SPARTAN
DAILY

Room for Rent in Lovely Home, Pool..
ClubhOuSe next to golf course. Kit
Priv 565 per mo Near IBM 224 0411

i tones

AgteMotorcycle In eeeee ce-Tore0 Of
being reseed elf? Call CS1S Campus
Insurance service.
Exclusive
student programs Lowest rates. No
Student refused. Call 2894681 or slop
by 404 S. Third St. 2nd Floor (WOW.
6. San Salvador)

AUTOMOTIVE

2 Bdrm. Apts. for rent, S170- 5190 mo
5100 Deposit Lease NI May See
Mgr 635 5 11th St No 1 298 0102

4 tines

AnnouncementS
) Automotive
For Sale

I’m Considering Suicide. Does anyone
have a reason for loving? Does
anyone have a purpose for life? I’ve
got 1 weeks. Please write Reasons,
General Delivery, San Jose, CA

Guest HOuSe--Lg Studio size-kitchen
access Near Bascom 600 S100 mo
M- F Call 249 5551

Chock a Classification
Indian Made Turquoise Jeweiery for
sale at the Turquoise Shop 408 East
Williams St Phonii WO 1282

PERSONALS

HOUSING

Classified Rates
Iwo
three I our
lye
days days days days

.50

Percussionist with congas and bongos
wanted for folk light jazz grout/ with
singing and flute If interested call
253 MA iWeStgate area)

Men & Women Drivers for ice cream,
candy, 5011 drink route Afternoons
and weekends, full Or part time 2010
50 percent COMITISSIOP TrOpoCal Ice
Cream Co 130 Race St 2971220

For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 2941199

Each additional line
,,ta
.50

Student Needed to Translate 3 Short
Thai Articles into English. For more
Jew. Call 967-0483 or 964 0134

Typing, fast. accurate, IBM executive
(carbon? Call 377 5142. Marcia
ReynOldS

Room For Rent-Women Only
Private bath. ’en and kitchen
tar ilo toes. For more intormation call
279 3125

Student TYPine SO cents PER Plus
PePer 396 S Ilth St call Tainma 998,
0252

I.

Female Wanted for drawing, paonfing.
and scblpture Hours and salary to
be arranged Call 293 7433 ask for
Don

Debra. Apt., 5130.00. w w carpels, no
pets 6 blkS from schoOl. 334 N 5th
51 251 8002

MOVING?
Light Hauling 55_00 per hr or by the
lead. Call Terry 274 1355.

o .ne
day

Bus Boy Wanted on Waikiki Village
must be Chinese Phone 356-9164.

bring this ad 2 pants
Dryclean &
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer
ends Oct 31 KELLY 41. LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara Street at
12th

SERVICES

Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice. my home, 267 3119

Lost-Man’s Tan Corduroy Jacket Fleece lined -Thursday, Oct 31.
Reward 269 1512 or 292 0474

Apt Manager Responsible Couple.
no pets or children to manage 8 unit
apt on exchange tor rent reduction
No experoence needed 251-0002

Typing.Leat, accurate
IBM Selectric
Call Lori 570 8090af ter Sp.m

Attractive. clean. ousel lure room fOr
giro Kit pry Near SJSU S70 mo
dep All util pd 2934101 eves

Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Marianne
RupOrls Dissertations
Ave
Escobar
Tarnherd 132
1.1ephone 356 4748. Los Gatos

LOST & FOUND

HELP WANTED

Thesis & Academic Typist. IBM
Selectric II Ask about my bonus
rate for students Call Andrea 297
/331

Used Tires, excellent condition. All
installation
sizes -only 56.00
avolable 370 6090

Typewroter.Royal Portable
Excellent condition 525
767 4651

Student to share 2 bdrrn duple turn w
won -smoking Christian student
575.00 Mtn. View 965-9109 or 96137774.

Typing 1121M I Mtn. View Home Sec Y
Reports, term papers, theses.
dissertations. Phase 968.7985.

Male Roomate, Share 7 room house.
with males. Must be quiet & clean.
5100.00 minus yard work 951
IdlewoOd Or . San Jose. CA 225 5345
eves, Bruce
Br 4170 New Carpets, drapes. p001
her room 2 blks from college 576
SO 5th St 266 2849

Toyota Conics. Red. Air. Mad Wheel,
Tisch. 24 MPG. Many Extras, Like
New Best Offer -Jim 14151 747 0364.

Girl Wanted fo move on to 3 bdrin turn
apt near school w 3 other girls
11350 & uhl Call 2977715

Print Name
Address
CIN

Enclosed ls S

SENO CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN
( ) Personals
DAILY CLASSIFIED. SAN JOSE
( ) Services
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
I ) Transportation CALIF 95111

_

For

Days

’Deadline, Two days prior to
PubliCation
Consecutive publICation dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Bunzel raps role as ’heavy’

:.ness
Engineering
1
Applies xiences & Arts
1
3ocial ,;ork
__--New ,:ollege
’
OMB
III

-0

^

Rsrch
Education

iraduate .;tuaies

III
Humanities !4 Arts
Science
SJSU FTE AT A GLANCE’

c 120

-

00

School

Needed"
Fall 74 FTE

Actual
Fell 74 FTE

Change

Applied Sciences
and Arts

2,735

2,750

.15

Business

1.987

2,055

68

Education

1.307

1,259

48

Engineering

917

941

*24

Humanities
and Arts

4.520

4,396

-124

Science

3,102

2.952

-150

5.578

5,034

544

New College

217

222

*5

Graduate Studies
and Research

141

121

20

Social Science

Social Work
Total"

103

109

6

20.603

19.838

768

Social ..;cience
- 550

Business enrollment up
The above chart offers
graphic evidence of the
sharp drop some schools
experienced in enrollment
this semester.
The information on the
chart comes from the office

largest gain came in the
School of Business.

have to repay the chancellor’s office 8638.000.

Because enrollment has
fallen below the figure at
which SJSU was budgeted
funds, the university may

The exact dollar payback
due from each department
will be known later this
week.

Ban on board and care homes

Council extends moratorium
SJSU’s housing office and
local homeworkers are glad
the city has extended its
moratorium on the opening
of board and care facilities in
the campus vicinity.
But at least two city
council members say they
won’t
extend
the
moratorium any further.
Instead they want a permanent ordinance.
The council voted recently
to extend until Feb. 15, a
temporary
ban
on
proliferation of neighborhood board and care
facilities.
The ban originated in Dec.
1971 and prohibits the
establishment,
of
new
facilities for mentally ill,
mentally retarded, drug
rehabilitation patients and
alcoholics.
Smaller facilities
The city attorney’s office
has prepared a proposed
ordinance to replace the
temporary moratorium. The
ordinance would allow board
and care facilities to be
established in San Jose, only
if fewer than seven persons

occupy the home.
Larger facilities could be
established near SJSU, only
after a conditional use
permit was granted by the
city. This would require a
public hearing so that neighborhood opposition and
mental health needs could be
aired.
Cordell Koland, SJSU’s
director of housing ,said the
university’s position is
supportive
of
the
moratorium because it helps
to -stablize the situation in
lieu of a policy."
He said the university
doesn’t mind board and care
facilities in the area, but it
does mind the density with
which they have occurred.
No comment
Koland said, without some
kind of policy, there is no
guarantee that the area
won’t become impacted with
more board and care
facilities.
Mary Williams, vice
president of the Campus
Community
Improvement
Association I CCIA ), said her
group was pleased with the

Students like cost
of insurance plan
Continued from page 1
Ishikawa serves as a laison between the health center and
student business affairs when the health plan is decided upon
each year.
He said students who do not have any health insurance do
present a problem.
If a student needs hospitalization and has no insurance,
Ishikawa said, all the health center can do is try to get the
student into a hospital that does not require full payment at
once.
"We provide only the basics at the health center," said
Ishikawa. The center, he said, is not adequate protection for
a student against accident and illness.
"Unfortunately, many students have an it-won’t-happento-me attitude, so they skip buying any insurance. All it takes
is once lone accident or illness requiring hospitalization) for
people to open their eyes," he said.
Ishikawa said foreign students present the biggest problem
when it comes to health insurance.
Many come from countries where the individual did not
have to worry about medical costs because of socialized
medicine or other government programs, he said.
They come to the United States and don’t give health insurance a thought, he said.
Three students who have purchased the health insurance
said they got it because of the price.
Robert Coffield, a graduate student in psychology, said he
probably would not have any health insurance if this plan
was not offered.
"I don’t think I could afford another plan. If I could, it
would be a strain financially) on me, so I probably just
wouldn’t get any," he said.
"The school plan offers just about the same coverage other
plans offer and is much cheaper," said Diane Murray, a
sophomore majoring in health science.
"For $50 you can’t beat it. That’s not much compared to
what it would cost you somewhere else," she said.

being laid off and if the
enrollment decline continues
next year, we may have to
consider laying off permanent faculty," Bunzel
predicted.
drew
a
Bunzel
hypothetical parallel to
continent on another consideration with cutbacks and
lay offs:
-Do you lay off the
were
who
minorities
recently hired at the expense
of long-term employees or
fire those long-term employees
to
save
the
minorities?"
"We have lots of questions
and not all the answers," he
said, leaving the minority
question without a solution.
Bunzel also defended some
of his recent administrative
decisions.
Explaining why he inserted the athletic grants-inaid back into the budget
after the AS. Council deleted
it, he said: "Students don’t

iih%as see things in perspective over a long period of
tune.’’
"I’m willing to phase out
athleticsslowly."
said
Bunzel, a former sports
announcer.
Bunzel emphasized that
SJSU "is on the threshold of
building a very good
athletics program," and
Spartan Foundation could
probably pick up the extra
load if the SJSU athletic
phase-cut was done slowly.
Bunzel also defended his
decision to disfranchise the
Economics Department.
Bunzel explained that he

extension of the moratorium.
CC1A was the organization
that originally requested the
moratorium because it felt
too many board and care
homes were concentrated in
the campus neighborhood.
She said CC1A would like
to see conditional use permits required for boarding
houses as well as board and
care homes.
It would also like the ordinance to include special
requirements that take into
account the density of board
and care homes in the area
where a new one is proposed.
City slow
She said CCIA is not happy
that it has taken the city
nearly three years to
complete an ordinance to
replace the moratorium.
Councilman Jim Self, who
the
against
voted
moratorium’s continuation,
said he did so because he
"was not willing to wait until
February." He said he felt
the city could have had the
ordinance completed by
January.
"It’s the mental health
community
and
the
residential community that
did not have input," Self
said, explaining why the
ordinance was not ready by
the moratorium’s previous
expiration date of Nov. 1.
When these groups come to
an agreement, he said, he
expects the city will have a
workable ordinance.
Last chance
"I have," said Councilmember Al Garza, "voted
for the last time for the
moratorium." He said he
wishes to avoid impaction of
board and care homes but
feels the city has had plenty
of time to deal with the
problem. If the city has not
come up with an ordinance
by Feb. 15, he said they will
have to face the people with
it.
Garza said he would like to
see an ordinance that would
allow the residents of board
and care homes to fit back
into the "normal" society
under the community mental
health plan. Garza added
that this plan is endangered
by impaction.
Add provisions
Garza said he would like to
see the ordinance include
some provisions such as
requiring an annual physical
for the residents of the
homes and specifying what
kind of supervision the
residents must have.
As the ordinance now

stands, Garza said, he sees
no "negative factors" that
would keep him from voting
against it.
Related editorial on page 2.

was "simply" following the
recommendations of a state
evaluating committee that
the department needed a
"quarantine."
Five tenured economics
professors have since filed
suit to force Bunzel to
restore faculty voting rights
to the Economics Department,
Although Bunzel defended
his recent decisions he admitted that "I make my
share of mistakesmore
than my share, perhaps. I
just hope everybody understands I make the
ii ;istakes

emit

Graduating?
Professional Resume Service can help you get a
job. We offer job resumes, mailing list, career
programs, cover and follow up letters. We have
expert writing, offset printing and IBM typing.
S5.00 off with ad

Speakers Bureau
receives requests

One student taking 15 units equals one FTE
Needed in order to make the 1974.75 budget
"Totals may be slightly at odds due to rounding

of the Dean of Academic
Planning and is, the dean
says, the most accurate data
the university has.
The largest drop is obviously in the School of
Social Science while the

By Chris Weinstein
’The crunch is here and
some tough decisions have to
announced
made."
be
President John H. Bunzel.
Bunzel had a "fireside
chat" Monday with members of Tau Delta Phi, the
fraternity which publishes
the Tower List.
With inflation setting in,
all decisions are being made
angrily because rather than
having more and more to
give out, there’s less and
less, according to Bunzel.
-Somehow it always falls
upon the administration to
play the *heavy’ when it
comes to decisions." Bunzel
reported.
Bunzel partially attributed
his role as a -heavy" to
some faculty members not
realizing "now is the time for
decisions."
-Everybody’s rice bowl is
threatened." he warned.
"Right now some temporary faculty members are

1960 The Alameda S.J. 247-5545

ctrosb

Although the official opening of the Speakers Bureau of the
SJSU Alumni Association isn’t planned until next week,
groups that heard about the opening of the bureau have
called requesting speakers before then, according to Bob
Pellerin, a spokesman for the association.
"We’ve had a unbelievable amount of calls," Pellerin said.
The bureau expects to publish a brochure by the end of the
week listing over 100 SJSU faculty and staff that will speak on
more than 200 subjects.
Gill Cable TV will be starting a weekly series featuring
members of the speakers bureau. The show will be broadcast
Mondays at 4:30 p.m., Pellerin said.
"There’s a wide range of speakers and subjects, Pellerin
Mon. thru Fri.
said. "We’ve had speakers on genetic engineering for a high
school class, and a group of Cub Scouts had a speaker on the
one of these
birds and bird calls of the Central Coast," he said.
11 tasty lunch
Pellerin said that the brochure will go out to between 350
specials is
and 400 local service, church and educational groups.
served. Come
in and try
PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF!
them all!
Special Student Rental Rates

sop

Ii

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
electric

manual

mo. $9.50
3 mo. $25.00

$15.00
$25.00 IBM
Dar month

San Jose Typewriter Co.,Inc.

Peanut’s

24 Soith Second -293-6383-Established 1900

Across from the Admin. Bldg.
t************************* it*** _

Give A Damn!
Work in the Community
Earn Academic Credit
Don t %kik until Noll graduate.
work in the community now.
Gain pre-professional experience,
learn about the world around you.
Learn about Nouri.elf.

To Pre-Register( CAR )Conie to the Student Activities Office
Ethnic Pride Program

Legal Serb ices

This program involves introducing and
implementing ethnic awareness studies
for Asian, Black, Chicano, Filipino and
Native American Children of elementary age in San Jose.

Students with an interest in pre-law,
administration of justice, and related
areas are encouraged to volunteer in
this area. Prisoner visitation, pre-trial
aid, probation, diversion and jail tutorial assistance is needed.

Lark Childhood Ed.

Students interested in working with
children at the pre-school and early
childhood levels are needed.Fieldwork
experiences include day care centers,;
pre-school opportunities, and medical
center work. Give your skills and cm., mitment to these children and gain a
valuable experience.
COM 1111111h% Health
Do you need volunteer hours in a
Health field? Become involved in the
community, volunteer your time and
work with people who need your
commitment. Earn personal
satisfaction and up to 3 units of
academic credit.

These studies will concentrate on past
and present contributions made by
these groups. All areas will be open for
exploration. Art, history, sociology,
music, and ethnic studies are a few
possibilities that can be developed.

Each ethnic pride group will work independently in devising lesson plans,
teaching these studies directly at
school, and interrelating with minority
children for the purpose of instilling
what are positive social concepts and
self-awareness.

Com tit ti it ill,. 5(110015 Students interested in working in the
educational field have an alternative to
tradition. Community education is involved with initiating direct community
participation within the school system.
Areas for your involvement are recreation, health & social services, teaching
and. juvenile delinquency.

Counseling
Counseling placements are available
throughout the community in several
agencies. Counseling ranges from drug
rehabilitation to youth counseling in
- Drop-in centers. This is a very flexible
program in time and hours.

For more information come to the

Student Activities Office

Neighborhood Services
Students who volunteer for fieldwork
in the Neighborhood Services area will
be able to work as recreation aids, big
sisters and brothers, counselors and
tutors. Students interested in working
with people are very much needed to
share their skills with our neighbors.

Old Cafeteria/7th Street
or call

277-2189

Ii

